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AN EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN ENRICHED ∞-CATEGORIES AND
∞-CATEGORIES WITH WEAK ACTION
Hadrian Heine
Abstract. We show that an∞-categoryM left tensored over a monoidal∞-category V is completely
determined by its graph
M
≃ ×M≃ → P(V), (X,Y) ↦M((−) ⊗X,Y),
parametrized by the maximal subspace M≃ in M, equipped with the structure of an enrichment
in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng in the Day-convolution monoidal structure on the ∞-category
P(V) of presheaves on V. Precisely, we prove that sending an ∞-category left tensored over V to its
graph defines an equivalence between ∞-categories left tensored over V and a subcategory of all ∞-
categories enriched in presheaves on V. More generally we consider a generalization of ∞-categories
left tensored over V, which Lurie calls ∞-categories pseudo-enriched in V, and extend the former
equivalence to an equivalence χ between ∞-categories pseudo-enriched in V and all ∞-categories
enriched in presheaves on V. The equivalence χ identifies V-enriched ∞-categories in the sense of
Lurie with V-enriched ∞-categories in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng. Moreover if V is symmetric
monoidal, we prove that sending an ∞-category left tensored over V to its graph is lax symmetric
monoidal with respect to the relative tensorproduct on ∞-categories left tensored over V and the
canonical tensorproduct on P(V)-enriched ∞-categories.
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1. Motivation and overview
In mathematics it ubiquitiously happens that the set of morphisms between two mathematical
structures of the same kind refines to an object of some monoidal category V as well as the composition
of morphisms refines to a morphism in V. This leads to the notion of V-enriched category, which
subsumes the following two special cases:
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(1) If a V-enriched category has only one object, one may identify it with the enriched endomor-
phisms of the unique object, which is an associative algebra in V. So V-enriched categories
with one object are associative algebras in V.
(2) If V is closed monoidal and a V-enriched category C has V-tensors, i.e. for any Y ∈ V and Z ∈ C
the functor
T↦MorV(Y,MorC(Z,T)), C → S
is corepresentable by some object Y ⊗ Z, the V-tensors endow C with a closed left V-action.
Conversely, every category with a closed left V-action has an underlying V-enriched category
that admits V-tensors, where the V-enrichment comes from the closedness. So V-enriched
categories with V-tensors are categories with closed left V-action.
These two special cases motivate two kind of perspectives on V-enriched categories:
(1) V-enriched categories are associative algebras in V with many objects.
(2) V-enriched categories are a relaxed version of categories with closed left V-action, in which
V-tensors do not need to exist.
Goal of this article is to identify both perspectives on enriched categories in the∞-categorical world.
Here categories enriched in a monoidal category are replaced by ∞-categories enriched in a monoidal
∞-category V like the derived ∞-category of a commutative ring, the ∞-category of spectra or the
∞-category of (∞,n)-categories for some n ≥ 0, which leads to the notions of dg-∞-categories, spectral
∞-categories or (∞,n + 1)-categories for some n ≥ 0. In the ∞-categorical world perspective 1. was
turned to a definition: Gepner and Haugseng [3] encode homotopy-coherent enrichment in a monoidal
∞-category V as a many object version of A∞-algebra (= homotopy-coherent associative algebra) in
V that has not only one object but a space X of objects. To describe these many object versions
of A∞-algebras Gepner and Haugseng build a theory of non-symmetric ∞-operads parallel to Lurie’s
theory of symmetric∞-operads [6]. Independently Hinich proposes a different definition of homotopy-
coherent enrichment: If V admits the neccessary colimits that are preserved component-wise by the
tensorproduct, Hinich [5] endows the ∞-category of functors X × X → V with a monoidal structure,
whose associative algebras were identified by Macpherson [8] with Gepner and Haugseng’s definition.
On the other hand Lurie ([6] Definition 4.2.1.25.) takes the second perspective when defining enriched
∞-categories: A left action of a monoidal ∞-category V on an ∞-category is coherently encoded by a
LM-monoidal ∞-category, a cocartesian fibration of ∞-operads over the operad LM with two colors
governing an object with left action, whose restriction to the acting color gives V. Weakening the
condition of cocartesian fibration to a much weaker compatibility condition Lurie relaxes the notion
of ∞-category left tensored over V to the notion of ∞-category pseudo-enriched in V. By definition
pseudo-enriched ∞-categories specialize to ∞-categories left tensored over V iff all V-tensors exist
and specialize to Lurie’s notion of V-enriched ∞-categories iff all V-enriched morphism objects exist.
Given an arbitrary ∞-category C pseudo-enriched in V that does not neccessarily admit V-tensors or
morphism objects, one can still consider for any objects Z ∈ V,X,Y ∈ C the space of multi-morphisms
MulC(Z,X;Y) in the operadic structure on C that as a functor in Z ∈ V defines a presheaf on V. If this
presheaf is representable, it identifies with the V-enriched morphism object of X and Y. Otherwise it
may be seen as a morphism object in presheaves on V. To identify perspectives 1. and 2. we promote
for any ∞-category C pseudo-enriched in V the graph
ΓC ∶ C
≃ × C≃ → P(V), (X,Y) ↦MulC(−,X;Y)
to a P(V)-enriched ∞-category in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng ([3] Definition 2.4.4.), where P(V)
denotes the ∞-category of presheaves on V endowed with Day-convolution, and for an enriched ∞-
category in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng we always assume that the completion condition ([3] Defi-
nition 5.1.7.) is satisfied. For the case that C is an ∞-category with closed left action over V this was
achieved by Gepner-Haugseng ([3] Theorem 7.4.7.) as well as Hinich ([5] Proposition 6.3.1.) by ex-
tending Lurie’s theory of endomorphism objects ([6] 4.7.1) to morphism objects: Given an∞-category
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C with closed left action over some monoidal ∞-category V for any object X ∈ C the V-enriched en-
domorphisms of X promote to an associative algebra in V, the endomorphism algebra. Considering
not only the enriched endomorphisms of one object but all morphism objects between all objects of
C the same time one does not get an associative algebra in V anymore but a many object version of
it, a V-enriched ∞-category in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng with space of objects C≃, the maximal
subspace in C. Extending Hinich’s construction we define a functor
χ ∶ {∞-categories pseudo-enriched in V} → CatP(V)∞ , C↦ ΓC,
where CatP(V)∞ denotes the∞-category of small∞-categories enriched in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng
in the monoidal ∞-category P(V) of presheaves on V.
Our main theorem (Theorem 7.3) says that χ is an equivalence:
Theorem 1.1. For any monoidal ∞-category V the functor χ is an equivalence.
Under the equivalence χ the V-enriched ∞-categories in the sense of Lurie correspond to the V-
enriched ∞-categories in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng: The equivalence
χ ∶ {∞-categories pseudo-enriched in V} ≃ CatP(V)∞
restricts to an equivalence
{∞-categories enriched in V} ≃ CatV∞
identifying Lurie’s with Gepner-Haugseng’s notion of enriched ∞-categories.
Also under the equivalence χ the ∞-categories left tensored over V correspond to P(V)-enriched
∞-categories that admit V-tensors in the evident sense.
Moreover we improve χ in several respects:
● Source and target of χ carry both closed left actions over Cat∞, the ∞-category of small ∞-
categories, and χ preserves the left actions. In other words χ is a Cat∞-enriched equivalence,
an equivalence of (∞,2)-categories.
● If V is symmetric monoidal, the ∞-category LModV of small ∞-categories left tensored over
V carries a symmetric monoidal structure, the relative tensorproduct, by identifying ∞-
categories left tensored over V with left modules in Cat∞. On the other hand Gepner-Haugseng
([3] Proposition 4.3.10.) and Hinich ([5] Corollary 3.5.3.) construct a symmetric monoidal
structure on CatP(V)∞ . The restriction of χ to LModV is lax symmetric monoidal (Theorem
7.15).
● We give a version of χ for V a non-symmetric ∞-operad. If V is only a non-symmetric
∞-operad, the notion of ∞-category pseudo-enriched in V is not defined as well as the Day-
convolution monoidal structure on P(V). But Lurie gives the notion of ∞-category weakly
enriched in V ([6] Definition 4.2.1.13.), which we call ∞-category weakly left tensored over
V, and which is a synonym for ∞-operad equipped with a map to the LM-operad, whose
restriction to Ass is V. On the other hand V embeds into its enveloping monoidal ∞-category
Env(V), the smallest monoidal ∞-category containing V, and we have the Day-convolution
on P(Env(V)). The functor χ extends to an equivalence
{∞-categories weakly left tensored over V} ≃ CatP(Env(V))∞
of (∞,2)-categories (Theorem 7.11).
● By an enriched ∞-category in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng we always assume that the
completion condition ([3] Definition 5.1.7.) is satisfied. If this condition is not satisfied, we
call enriched ∞-categories in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng enriched ∞-precategories, which
form an ∞-category PreCatV∞.
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We also have a version of χ for enriched∞-precategories: We call an ∞-category M weakly
left tensored over V equipped with an essentially surjective map τ ∶ X → M≃ a flagged ∞-
category weakly left tensored over V, where we take the terminology from [1]. The functor χ
extends to an equivalence
{flagged ∞-categories weakly left tensored over V} ≃ PreCatP(Env(V))∞
(Theorem 7.3).
In the following we sketch how we construct the functor
χ ∶ {∞-categories weakly left tensored over V} ≃ CatP(Env(V))∞
and how we prove that χ is an equivalence, where V is a non-symmetric ∞-operad.
By construction the functor Ψ reflects equivalences. So it will be enough to check the following:
● The functor χ has a left adjoint.
● The unit is an equivalence.
We start with explaining how we construct χ: Given a small space X and presentably monoidal
∞-category V Hinich [5] constructs a monoidal structure on the ∞-category of functors X × X → V,
whose associative algebras are canonically identified with V-enriched ∞-precategories with space of
objects X. This description of V-enriched ∞-precategories as associative algebras is very powerful as
the monoidal structure on functors X × X → V acts in various ways: A closed left V-action on an
∞-category M with colimits leads to a closed left action of the ∞-category of functors X × X → V
on the ∞-category of functors X → M, where the morphism object of two functors F,G ∶ X → M is
the functor X × X → V sending A,B to MorM(F(A),G(B)) ([5] Proposition 6.3.1.). Especially the
endomorphism algebra of any functor X → M is an associative algebra in the monoidal structure on
functors X×X→ V and so canonically identified with a V-enriched∞-precategory with space of objects
X, which turns out to be a V-enriched ∞-category with space of objects X.
To give χ we combine this action with the following construction: Any small∞-category M weakly
left tensored over V universally embeds into an∞-category left tensored over the enveloping monoidal
∞-category of V, which we call the enveloping∞-category with left action. Embedding the enveloping
∞-category with left action into presheaves we get an ∞-category M′ with closed left action over V′
that we call the enveloping∞-category with closed left action characterized by the following universal
property: For any ∞-category N left tensored over V′ that admits small colimits preserved by the left
action in both variables there is a canonical equivalence
(1) LinFunLV′(M
′,N) ≃ LaxLinFunV(M,N)
between the ∞-category of left adjoint V′-linear functors M′ → N and the ∞-category of lax V-linear
functors M→ N, where we restrict the left V′-action on N to V.
So the graph
M
≃ ×M≃ →M′, (A,B) ↦MorM′(A,B)
associated to M is the endomorphism algebra of the inclusion M≃ ⊂ M ⊂ M′ and so a V′-enriched
∞-category with space of objects M≃, which is the image of M under χ. By the universal property of
the endomorphism algebra for any V′-enriched ∞-category C with small space of objects X and any
map of spaces τ ∶ X → M≃ there is a correspondence between V′-enriched functors C → χ(M) lying
over τ and right C-modules in Fun(X,M′) lying over τ ∶ X→M≃ ⊂M′≃.
We enhance this by the following theorem:
Theorem 1.2. (Theorem 5.3) Let V be a small non-symmetric ∞-operad, M a small ∞-category
weakly left tensored over V and C a V′-enriched ∞-precategory with small space of objects.
We write FunV(C, χ(M)) for the ∞-category of left C-modules in Fun(X,M′) lying over functors
X→M ⊂M′.
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There is a canonical equivalence
FunV(C, χ(M))≃ ≃ CatP(Env(V))∞ (C, χ(M))
over S(X,M≃) natural in C and M.
Note that for any small space X and presentably monoidal ∞-category V we have a canonical
equivalence Fun(X × X,V)rev ≃ Fun(X × X,Vrev) of monoidal ∞-categories, where (−)rev indicates
the reversed monoidal structure, under which a V-enriched ∞-precategory C with space of objects X
corresponds to its opposite Vrev-enriched ∞-precategory Cop. This allows to dualize the action of the
∞-category of functors X×X→ V: a closed right V-action on an∞-categoryM with colimits leads to a
closed right action of the ∞-category of functors X×X→ V on the ∞-category of functors X→M that
for the case M = V is moreover compatible with the left diagonal V-action. We call the ∞-category
PV(C) ∶= RModC(Fun(X,V)) ≃ Fun
V
rev
(Cop, χ(Vrev))
the ∞-category of V-enriched presheaves on C that is canonically left tensored over V.
We prove the following universal property of PV(C):
Theorem 1.3. (Theorem 6.1) Let V be a presentably monoidal ∞-category.
For any ∞-category M left tensored over V that has small colimits that are preserved by the left
action in both variables and any V-enriched ∞-precategory C with small space of objects X there is a
canonical equivalence
LinFunLV(PV(C),M) ≃ Fun
V(C, χ(M)) = LModC(Fun(X,M))
over Fun(X,M), where LinFunLV(PV(C),M) denotes the ∞-category of left adjoint V-linear functors
PV(C) →M.
In [6] Theorem 4.8.4.1. Lurie proves an important universal property of the∞-category RModA(V)
of right A-modules in a presentably monoidal ∞-category V: There is a canonical equivalence
(2) LinFunLV(RModA(V),M) ≃ LModA(M),
which is Theorem 1.3 for X contractible.
For M = PV(C) the identity corresponds to a V-enriched functor C → χ(PV(C)), which we call the
V-enriched Yoneda-embedding and which by Proposition 6.5 is a V-enriched embedding in the sense
that it induces equivalences on V-enriched morphism objects. In [5] Hinich gives another construction
of V-enriched Yoneda-embedding, which we don’t see how to relate to ours.
By Theorem 1.3 we have for any small non-symmetric∞-operad V, small∞-categoryM weakly left
tensored over V and V′-enriched∞-precategory C with small space of objects X a canonical equivalence
(3) LinFunLV′(PV′(C),M
′) ≃ FunV
′
(C, χ(M′))
over Fun(X,M′), whose pullback to Fun(X,M) ⊂ Fun(X,M′) gives an equivalence
(4) ̃LinFunLV′(PV′(C),M
′) ≃ FunV(C, χ(M)),
where the left hand side denotes the pullback to Fun(X,M).
We combine equivalence 4 with the following theorem, where we write
L(C) ⊂ PV′(C)
for the essential image of the V′-enriched Yoneda-embedding with its restricted weak left V-action:
Theorem 1.4. (Theorem 7.6) Let V be a small non-symmetric ∞-operad, M a small ∞-category
weakly left tensored over V and C a V′-enriched ∞-precategory with small space of objects.
The embedding
L(C) ⊂ PV′(C)
exhibits PV′(C) as the enveloping ∞-category with closed left action over V
′.
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By Theorem 1.4 and equivalence 1 there is a canonical equivalence
(5) ̃LinFunLV′(PV′(C),M
′)≃ ≃ LaxLinFunV(L(C),M).
Combining equivalences 4 and 5 we get for any small non-symmetric∞-operad V, small∞-categoryM
weakly left tensored over V and V′-enriched ∞-precategory C with small space of objects a canonical
equivalence
(6) LaxLinFunV(L(C),M) ≃ Fun
V(C, χ(M))
showing that χ admits a left adjoint. Moreover the V′-enriched Yoneda-embedding C → χ(PV′(C))
factors as the unit C → χ(L(C)) followed by the canonical embedding χ(L(C)) ⊂ χ(PV′(C)). So the
unit C→ χ(L(C)) is a V′-enriched embedding and by definition induces an essentially surjective map on
spaces of objects. By [3] Corollary 5.5.3. a V′-enriched embedding between V′-enriched ∞-categories
is an equivalence if it induces an essentially surjective map on spaces of objects. Thus the unit is an
equivalence.
Given a small space X and a presentably monoidal∞-category V Hinich [5] constructs the monoidal
structure on functors X×X→ V and its associated actions via Day-convolution, the universal monoidal
structure on the ∞-category of functors from one monoidal ∞-category to another. The space X ×X
does not carry the structure of a monoidal ∞-category but at least of a promonoidal ∞-category
constructed by Hinich ([5] Proposition 3.3.6.). Moreover Hinich proves that a promonoidal structure
on X×X suffices to guarantee the existence of Day-convolution on the∞-category of functors X×X→ V
([5] Proposition 2.8.3). Gepner and Haugseng ([3] Definition 2.4.4.) define V-enriched ∞-categories
with space of objects X as a many object version of associative algebras in V, precisely as algebras over a
generalized non-symmetric∞-operad AssX with space of colors X×X. Every generalized non-symmetric
∞-operad can universally be turned into a non-symmetric ∞-operad, its operadic localization, that
has the same algebras in V. By work of Macpherson [8] the generalized non-symmetric∞-operad AssX
localizes to Hinich’s promonoidal structure on X × X. We prefer to work with the generalized non-
symmetric ∞-operad AssX that seems by far easier to deal with than its operadic localization. But
working with AssX makes it neccessary to construct a Day-convolution for generalized non-symmetric
∞-operads and weakly left, right and bitensored ∞-categories, which is the content of section 8.
1.1. Overview. Next we give a short overview over the content:
Goal of this article is to construct an equivalence
χ ∶ {∞-categories weakly left tensored over V} ≃ CatP(Env(V))∞
for a non-symmetric ∞-operad V (Theorem 7.3).
Section 2 recalls the notion of (generalized) non-symmetric∞-operad (Definition 2.10) as developed
by Gepner and Haugseng ([3] Definition 3.1.3.) and introduces weakly left, right and bitensored
∞-categories (Definition 2.18 and 2.24) that generalize the notions of left, right and bitensored ∞-
categories. Section 3 recalls the notion of enriched ∞-categories in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng.
Section 4 is devoted to construct the functor χ using a theory of Day-convolution for generalized
non-symmetric ∞-operads and weakly left, right and bitensored ∞-categories developed in section 8.
In section 5 we prove Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.3) via a theory of endomorphism objects in families.
In section 6 we prove Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 6.1). In section 7 we prove Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 7.6)
to finally deduce our main Theorem 7.3. Moreover we refine Theorem 7.3: We show that the functor
χ is Cat∞-linear (Theorem 7.11) (and so an equivalence of (∞,2)-categories) and we prove that χ
restricted to ∞-categories left tensored over V is a lax symmetric monoidal functor (Theorem 7.15).
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1.2. Notation and terminology. We write
● Set for the category of small sets,
● ∆ for (a skeleton of) the category of finite, non-empty, partially ordered sets and order pre-
serving maps, whose objects we denote by [n] = {0 < ... < n} for n ≥ 0,
● S for the ∞-category of small spaces,
● Cat∞ for the ∞-category of small ∞-categories.
Given an ∞-category C containing objects A,B we write
● C(A,B) for the space of maps A→ B in C,
● C/A ∶= {A} ×Fun({1},C) Fun([1],C) for the ∞-category of objects over A,
● Ho(C) for its homotopy category,
● C◁,C▷ for the ∞-categories arising from C by adding an initital respectively final object,
● C≃ for the maximal subspace within C.
We often call a fully faithful functor C→D an embedding. We call a functor φ ∶ C→D an inclusion
(or subcategory inclusion) or say that φ exhibits C as a subcategory of D if for any ∞-category B
the induced map Cat∞(B,C) → Cat∞(B,D) is an embedding (of spaces). A functor φ ∶ C → D is an
inclusion if and only if it induces an embedding on maximal subspaces and on all mapping spaces.
A functor φ ∶ C →D is an inclusion (embedding) if and only if the induced functor Ho(φ) ∶ Ho(C)→
Ho(D) is an inclusion (embedding) and the canonical functor C → Ho(C) ×Ho(D) D is an equivalence.
In this case φ is uniquely determined by D and Ho(φ) ∶ Ho(C)→ Ho(D).
We call a functor C → S flat if the functor C ×S (−) ∶ Cat∞/S → Cat∞/C preserves small colimits.
The opposite of a flat functor is flat. By [6] Example B.3.11. every cocartesian fibration is flat and
so dually every cartesian fibration is flat. Given functors C → T,T → S such that the composition
C→ T→ S is flat, the canonical functor
(−) ×S C ∶ Cat∞/S Ð→ Cat∞/C → Cat∞/T
preserves small colimits and so admits a right adjoint FunST(C,−) by presentability of Cat∞/S.
If S,T are contractible, we drop S respectively T from the notation. Note that FunT(C,D) is the
∞-category of functors C → D over T. For any functors D → T and S′ → S we have a canonical
equivalence
S′ ×S Fun
S
T(C,D) ≃ Fun
S
′
S′×ST(S
′ ×S C,S
′ ×S D).
[6] Theorem B.4.2. implies the following remark:
Remark 1.5. Let δ ⊂ Fun([1],S) be a full subcategory such that every equivalence of S belongs to
δ and every composition of composable arrows of δ belongs to δ. Let α ∶ T → S be a cocartesian
fibration relative to δ. Denote δT ⊂ Fun([1],T) the full subcategory spanned by the α-cocartesian
lifts of morphisms of E.
Let C → T be a cocartesian fibration relative to δT and D → T a cartesian fibration relative to
δT. Then the functor ψ ∶ Fun
S
T(C,D) → S is a cartesian fibration relative to δT, where a morphism of
FunST(C,D) lying over a morphism of δ corresponding to a functor γ ∶ [1]×S C→ [1]×SD over [1]×ST
is ψ-cartesian if γ sends cocartesian lifts of the morphisms of [1] to cartesian lifts.
1.3. Acknowledgements. We thank Markus Spitzweck for helpful discussions.
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2. Weakly tensored ∞-categories
In this section we define ∞-categories weakly left, right and bitensored over a non-symmetric ∞-
operad, which generalize ∞-categories left, right and bitensored over a monoidal ∞-category.
A monoidal structure on an ∞-category V may be encoded by a cocartesian fibration V⊗ → ∆op,
whose fiber over [n] is canonically identified with V×n. A left action of a monoidal ∞-category V
on an ∞-category C may be encoded by a cocartesian fibration O → ∆op × [1] such that the fiber
over ([n],0), ([n],1) is canonically identified with V×n × C respectively V×n. Similarly a biaction of
two monoidal ∞-categories V,W on C may be encoded by a cocartesian fibration O → (∆/[1])op such
that the fiber over [n] ∗ [m] → [0] ∗ [0] = [1] is canonically identified with V×n × C ×W×m. On the
other hand such a left respectively biaction may also be encoded by functors M → V in case of a left
V-action respectively M → V ×W in case of a (V,W)-biaction such that the fiber of the composition
M→ V→∆op over [n] is canonically identified with V×n × C respectively the fiber of the composition
M→ V×W→∆op ×∆op over [n], [m] is canonically identified with V×n ×C×W×m. In this section we
generalize actions of one or two monoidal ∞-categories to weak actions of one or two non-symmetric
∞-operads V respectively V,W.We encode these weak actions by certain relative cocartesian fibrations
O → ∆op × [1], O → (∆/[1])op allowing the same identification of fibers, and also by certain functors
M→ V respectively M→ V×W allowing the same identification of fibers. We identify both definitions
in Propositions 2.22 and 2.25.
We start with defining (generalized) non-symmetric ∞-operads. For a detailed treatment about
(generalized) non-symmetric∞-operads we recommend [3] section 3. for details. To define ∞-operads
elegantly we use a simplified variant of Lurie’s notion of categorical pattern based on the concept of
relative limit:
Relative limits 2.1. Given an ∞-category K and a functor φ ∶ C → S a functor H ∶ K⊲ → C is
a φ-limit diagram if restriction to K yields for every functor F ∶ K⊲ → C inverting all morphisms a
pullback square
Fun(K⊲,C)(F,H)

// Fun(K,C)(F∣K,H∣K)

Fun(K⊲,S)(φ ○F, φ ○H) // Fun(K,S)(φ ○F∣K, φ ○H∣K).
Relative cocartesian fibrations 2.2. Let E ⊂ Fun([1],S) be a full subcategory. We call a functor
φ ∶ C → S a cocartesian fibration relative to E if the pullback [1] ×S C → [1] along any functor [1]→ S
corresponding to a morphism of E is a cocartesian fibration, whose cocartesian morphisms are φ-
cocartesian. Given cocartesian fibrations C → S,D → S relative to E a functor C → D over S is a
map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E if it preserves cocartesian lifts of morphisms of E. We write
Cat
E
∞/S ⊂ Cat∞/S for the subcategory of cocartesian fibrations relative to E and maps of such. For
E = Fun([1],S) we write Catcocart∞/S for Cat
E
∞/S.
The next definition is a variant of Lurie’s notion of fibered object with respect to a categorical
pattern ([6] Definition B.0.19.):
Definition 2.3. Let E ⊂ Fun([1],S) be a full subcategory and Λ a collection of functors of the form
K⊲ → S for some ∞-category K that send any morphism to a morphism of E.
We call a cocartesian fibration φ ∶ C → S relative to E fibered with respect to Λ if for any functor
α ∶ K⊲ → S that belongs to Λ the following two conditions hold:
(1) the pullback K⊲ ×S C → K
⊲ along α, which is a cocartesian fibration, classifies a limit diagram
K⊲ → Cat∞,
(2) any φ-cocartesian lift K⊲ → C of α is a φ-limit diagram.
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We write CatE,Λ
∞/S
⊂ Cat
E
∞/S for the full subcategory spanned by the cocartesian fibrations relative to
E fibered with respect to Λ. By [6] Theorem B.0.20. CatE,Λ
∞/S
⊂ Cat
E
∞/S is a reflexive full subcategory.
Remark 2.4. If φ ∶ C → S is a cocartesian fibration, condition 1. implies condition 2 (Corollary 9.2).
Example 2.5.
● Denote Fin∗ the category of finite pointed sets. A map ⟨n⟩→ ⟨m⟩ in Fin∗ is called inert if the
preimage of any element different from the base point consists of precisely one element. For
every n ≥ 0 there are exactly n inert morphisms ⟨n⟩→ ⟨1⟩ called the standart inert morphisms,
where the i-th standart inert morphism τi ∶ ⟨n⟩ → ⟨1⟩ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n sends only i to 1. For each
n ≥ 2 the family of standart inert morphisms τi ∶ ⟨n⟩ → ⟨1⟩ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n determines a functor
τ ∶ {1, ...,n}⊲ → Fin∗. Let Γ be the collection of all of functors τ for n ≥ 2 together with the
functor ∅⊲ → Fin∗ selecting ⟨0⟩.
A cocartesian fibration O→ Fin∗ relative to the inert morphisms is fibered with respect to
Λ if and only if O→ Fin∗ is a symmetric ∞-operad (in the sense of [6] Definition 2.1.1.10.).
● Denote Ass ∶=∆op the category of finite non-empty totally ordered sets and order preserving
maps. A map [n] → [m] in Ass is called inert if it corresponds to a map of ∆ of the form
[m] ≃ {i, i + 1, ..., i +m} ⊂ [n] for some i ≥ 0.
For every n ≥ 0 there are exactly n inert morphisms [n] → [1] called the standart inert
morphisms, where the i-th standart inert morphism τi ∶ [n] → [1] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n corresponds
to the map [1] ≃ {i − 1, i} ⊂ [n]. For each n ≥ 2 the family of standart inert morphisms
τi ∶ [n] → [1] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n determines a functor τ ∶ {1, ...,n}⊲ → Ass. Let Λ be the collection of
all τ for n ≥ 2 together with the functor ∅⊲ → Ass selecting [0].
A cocartesian fibration O → Ass relative to the inert morphisms is fibered with respect to
Λ if and only if O→ Ass is a non-symmetric ∞-operad (in the sense of [3] Definition 3.1.3.).
Example 2.6. For every n ≥ 2 the n standart inert morphims [1] ≃ {i − 1, i} ⊂ [n] in ∆ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
exhibit [n] as the colimit in ∆ of the diagram
(7) [1] ← [0]→ [1] ← [0]→ ... ← [0]→ [1].
Denote ρ ∶ K⊲n → Ass the functor opposite to the functor (K
op
n )
⊳ →∆ that exhibits [n] as the colimit
of diagram 7. There is a canonical embedding {1, ...,n} ⊂ Kn such that the restriction of ρ ∶ K⊲n → Ass
to {1, ...,n}⊲ is τ. Let Λgen be the collection of all ρ for n ≥ 2.
A cocartesian fibration O → Ass relative to the inert morphisms is fibered with respect to Λgen if
and only if O → Ass is a generalized non-symmetric ∞-operad (in the sense of [3] Definition 3.1.12.).
Convention 2.7. When we say (generalized) ∞-operads, we will always mean (generalized) non-
symmetric ∞-operads. This is as we will mainly deal with (generalized) non-symmetric ∞-operads
and rarely with (generalized) symmetric ∞-operads. Our convention is against the convention used in
[6], where mainly (generalized) symmetric ∞-operads are studied and where (generalized) ∞-operads
always mean (generalized) symmetric ∞-operads.
Example 2.8. We will also need the following model of (generalized) ∞-operads: Denote ∆◁ the
category of finite (evtl. empty) partially ordered sets and set Ãss ∶= (∆◁)op = Ass⊳. We call a
morphism in Ãss inert if it is an inert morphism of Ass or its target is the final object of Ãss.
In Examples 2.5 and 2.6 we defined collections of functors K⊲ → Ass denoted Λ respectively Λgen.
We write Λ̃ respectively Λ̃gen for the collections of functors K⊲ → Ãss that factor as K⊲ → Ass ⊂ Ãss for
some functor K⊲ → Ass of Λ respectively Λgen or are of the form ∅⊲ → Ãss selecting the final object.
By Corollary 9.4 taking pullback along the embedding Ass ⊂ Ãss defines an equivalence between
Λ̃- respectively Λ̃gen-fibered cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms and (generalized)
non-symmetric ∞-operads.
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Notation 2.9. Let ψ ∶ O → Ass be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms. We
call a morphism of O inert if it is ψ-cocartesian and its image in Ass is inert. Denote ΛO,Λ
gen
O
the
collection of functors K⊲ → O that send any morphism to an inert one and such that the composition
K⊲ → O → Ass belongs to Λ respectively Λgen. Similarly given a cocartesian fibration ψ ∶ O → Ãss
relative to the inert morphisms we call a morphism of O inert if it is ψ-cocartesian and its image in
Ãss is inert and write ΛO,Λ
gen
O
for the collection of functors K⊲ → O that send any morphism to an
inert one and such that the composition K⊲ → O→ Ãss belongs to Λ̃ respectively Λ̃gen.
Definition 2.10. Let ψ ∶ O → Ass or ψ ∶ O → Ãss be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert
morphisms.
A O-operad is a cocartesian fibration φ ∶ C → O relative to the inert morphisms that is fibered with
respect to ΛO.
A generalized O-operad is a cocartesian fibration φ ∶ C → O relative to the inert morphisms that is
fibered with respect to Λgen
O
.
A (generalized) O-monoidal ∞-category is a (generalized) O-operad φ ∶ C → O that is a cocartesian
fibration.
We write
OpO∞ ⊂ Cat
inert
∞/O, Op
O,gen
∞ ⊂ Cat
inert
∞/O, Op
O,mon
∞ ⊂ Cat
cocart
∞/O
for the full subcategories spanned by the O-operads, generalized O-operads respectively O-monoidal
∞-categories.
Let O′ → O be a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of Ass and C →
O a (generalized) O-operad respectively (generalized) O-monoidal ∞-category. Then the pullback
O
′ ×O C→ O
′ is a (generalized) O′-operad respectively (generalized) O′-monoidal ∞-category.
Remark 2.11. Let us explain what conditions 1. and 2. say for the case of a cocartesian fibration
O→ Ass relative to the inert morphisms.
Let’s start first with the case of a O-operad:
● Condition 1. says that for any X ∈ O lying over [n] ∈ Ass and φ-cocartesian lifts X → Xi of
the standart inert morphisms [n] → [1] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n the induced functor CX →∏
n
i=1 CXi is an
equivalence, and CX is contractible if X ∈ O lies over [0].
● Condition 2. says that for any X,Y ∈ C lying over [n] respectively [m] the induced map
C(Y,X) → O(φ(Y), φ(X)) ×∏ni=1 O(φ(Y),φ(Xi))
n
∏
i=1
C(Y,Xi)
is an equivalence.
Let’s continue with the case of a generalized O-operad:
● Condition 1.: As φ ∶ C → O is a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms, for every
n ≥ 2 and X ∈ O lying over [n] the colimit diagram 7 in ∆ uniquely lifts to a diagram
(8) X→ (X1 → X1,2 ← X2 → X2,3 ← ... → Xn−1,n ← Xn)
in O with all morphisms φ-cocartesian. The induced functor
CX → CX1 ×CX1,2 CX2 ×CX2,3 ... ×CXn−1,n CXn
is an equivalence.
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● Condition 2. says that for any X,Y ∈ C lying over [n] respectively [m] the square
C(Y,X)

// C(Y,X1) ×C(Y,X1,2) ... ×C(Y,Xn−1,n) C(Y,Xn)

O(φ(Y), φ(X)) // O(φ(Y), φ(X1)) ×O(φ(Y),φ(X1,2)) ... ×O(φ(Y),φ(Xn−1,n)) O(φ(Y), φ(Xn))
is a pullback square.
Definition 2.12. We call a O-monoidal ∞-category C → O compatible with small colimits if for any
X ∈ O[1] the fiber CX has small colimits and for any active morphism X → Y in O with Y ∈ O[1] the
induced functor ∏ni=1 CXi ≃ CX → CY preserves small colimits component-wise.
We say that a O-monoidal functor C → D preserves small colimits if for any X ∈ O[1] the induced
functor CX →DX preserves small colimits.
We have the following relation between O-operads and generalized O-operads:
Proposition 2.13. Let ψ ∶ O → Ass, φ ∶ C → O be cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert mor-
phisms.
Then C → O is a O-operad if and only if it is a generalized O-operad and the induced functor
C[0] → O[0] is an equivalence.
Proof. We will first show that the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The functor C[0] → O[0] is an equivalence.
(2) For any Z ∈ O[0] the fiber CZ is contractible and for any X ∈ C[m] for m ≥ 0 and Y ∈ C[0] the
map C(X,Y) → O(φ(X), φ(Y)) is an equivalence.
As [0] is the initial object of Ass, the functors O[0] → O,C[0] → C are fully faithful. So 2. implies 1.
As φ ∶ C → O, ψ ∶ O → Ass are cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms, φ is a map of
cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms. For any m ≥ 0 all maps [m] → [0] in Ass are
inert. So for any X ∈ C[m] and Y ∈ C[0] the fiber of the map C(X,Y) → O(φ(X), φ(Y)) over an object
f of Ass([m], [0]) is equivalent to C[0](X′,Y) → O[0](φ(X′), φ(Y)) for X → X′ the cocartesian lift of
f. So 1. implies 2.
Let φ ∶ C → O be a O-operad. Let Z ∈ O[0]. Then Z determines a functor ∅
⊲ → O that belongs to
ΛO. So the fiber CZ is contractible. Let Y ∈ C[0]. Then Y determines a functor ∅
⊲ → C that is a φ-limit
diagram. This means that for any X ∈ C the map C(X,Y) → O(φ(X), φ(Y)) is an equivalence. So it
remains to show that if condition 2. holds, φ ∶ C → O is a O-operad if and only if it is a generalized
O-operad. This follows immediately from Remark 2.11.

Remark 2.14. For any cocartesian fibration O → Ass relative to the inert morphisms we set Õ ∶= O▷
and have an induced functor Õ = O▷ → Ãss = Ass⊳ that is a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert
morphisms. We write ∞ for the final object of Õ, i.e. the cone point. Generalizing Example 2.8 by
Corollary 9.4 taking pullback along the embedding O ⊂ Õ restricts to equivalences
Op∞/Õ ≃ Op∞/O, Op
gen
∞/Õ
≃ Opgen
∞/O
.
Example 2.15. Definition 2.10 also includes families of (generalized) O-operads:
Let S be an∞-category and O→ Ass a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms.
The composition O × S→ O→ Ass is a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms.
● We call (generalized) O × S-operads S-families of (generalized) O-operads.
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● We call a S-family φ ∶ C → S × O of (generalized) O-operads a S-family of (generalized) O-
monoidal ∞-categories if the functor φ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over O.
● We call a S-family φ ∶ C → S × O of (generalized) O-operads / (generalized) O-monoidal ∞-
categories a cocartesian (cartesian, bicartesian) S-family of (generalized) O-operads if the
functor φ is a map of cocartesian (cartesian, bicartesian) fibrations over S.
● We call a cocartesian S-family of O-monoidal ∞-categories compatible with small colimits if
it is compatible with small colimits as a S ×O-monoidal ∞-category.
A functor C → S ×O is a cocartesian S-family of (generalized) O-monoidal ∞-categories if and only if
it is a (generalized) S ×O-monoidal ∞-category.
Operad structure on sections 2.16. Given a S-family of (generalized) O-operads the fiber over
an object of S is a (generalized) O-operad. Besides the fibers also the sections earn the corresponding
structure: Taking sections turns a S-family of (generalized) O-operads/ O-monoidal ∞-categories to
a (generalized) O-operad/ O-monoidal ∞-category: By [6] Theorem B.4.2. the adjunction (−) × S ∶
Cat∞/O ⇄ Cat∞/S×O ∶ Fun
O
S×O(S ×O,−) restricts to an adjunction
(−) × S ∶ OpO,gen∞ ⇄ Op
S×O,gen
∞ ,
whose right adjoint sends S-families of O-operads, O-monoidal ∞-categories, generalized O-monoidal
∞-categories to O-operads, O-monoidal ∞-categories, generalized O-monoidal ∞-categories.
Notation 2.17. Let S be an ∞-category, C→ O a generalized O-operad and D → S ×O a S-family of
generalized O-operads. The functor
(−) × C ∶ Cat∞/S → Op
S×O,gen
∞
admits a right adjoint AlgSC/O(−). For any functor S
′ → S there is a canonical equivalence
S′ ×S Alg
S
C/O(D) ≃ Alg
S′
C/O(S
′ ×S D)
and a canonical embedding AlgSC/O(D) ⊂ Fun
S
S×C/S×O(D) over S.
We write AlgSO(−) for Alg
S
O/O(−) and Alg
S(−) for AlgSAss(−) and drop S if S is contractible.
There is a canonical equivalence
AlgO(Fun
O
S×O(S ×O,D)) ≃ FunS(S,Alg
S
O(D)).
Now we define weak actions by considering the following cocartesian fibrations C → Ass relative to
the inert morphisms:
● Denote BM ∶= (∆/[1])op.
● Denote LM ⊂ BM, RM ⊂ BM the full subcategories spanned by the maps [n] → [1] that send
0 to 0 and at most one object to 1 respectively send n to 1 and at most one object to 0.
The right fibration ∆/[1] → ∆ is opposite to a left fibration BM → Ass that restricts to cocartesian
fibrations LM → Ass, RM → Ass relative to the inert morphisms. A morphism in LM,RM,BM is
inert if and only if its image in Ass is. Note that BM → Ass is a generalized ∞-operad. This implies
that generalized BM-operads are generalized ∞-operads over BM. The maps {0} ⊂ [1],{1} ⊂ [1] yield
two embeddings Ass ⊂ BM over Ass, which we call left and right embedding, that factor through LM
respectively RM.
We have a canonical equivalence
∆◁ ×∆◁ ≃ (∆◁)/[1] = (∆/[1])
◁, ([n], [m]) ↦ [n] ∗ [m]
opposite to an equivalence
Ãss × Ãss ≃ B̃M
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that restricts to equivalences
(Ãss × {∅ →∞}) ∖ {(∞,∅)} ≃ L̃M, Ass × {∅ →∞} ≃ LM,
({∅ →∞} × Ãss) ∖ {(∅,∞)} ≃ R̃M, {∅ →∞} ×Ass ≃ RM.
We say that a morphism in Ãss preserves the minimum respectively maximum if it is the morphism
to the final object or it corresponds to a morphism [m] → [n] in ∆ sending 0 to 0 respectively m to
n. We say that a morphism in Ass preserves the minimum respectively maximum if its image in Ãss
does. A morphism of B̃M ≃ Ãss × Ãss is inert if and only if its first component is inert and preserves
the maximum and its second component is inert and preserves the minimum.
We have a canonical functor
L̃M × R̃M→ B̃M
that is the restriction of the functor
(Ãss × [1]) × ([1] × Ãss) → B̃M ≃ Ãss × Ãss
corresponding to the commutative square
(−,−)

// (−,∞)

(∞,−) // (∞,∞).
of functors Ãss × Ãss→ Ãss × Ãss.
By definition 2.10 we have the notion of (generalized) LM,RM,BM-operads and S-families of such
for an ∞-category S. We write LModS(−) for AlgSLM(−) and drop S from the notation if S is con-
tractible. For a S-family of generalized LM-operads D → S × LM we have a functor LModS(D) →
AlgS(Ass ×LM D) over S.
In the following we give different models of those, which we call ∞-categories with weak left action,
weak right action respectively weak biaction.
Definition 2.18. Let V → Ass be a generalized ∞-operad and φ ∶ M → V a map of cocartesian
fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of Ass that preserve the maximum.
We call φ ∶ M → V an ∞-category weakly left tensored over V (or an ∞-category with weak left
V-action) if the following conditions hold:
(1) for every n ≥ 0 the map [0] ≃ {n} ⊂ [n] in ∆ induces an equivalence
θ ∶M[n] → V[n] ×V[0] M[0].
(2) for every X,Y ∈M lying over [m], [n] ∈ Ass the cocartesian lift Y → Y′ of the map [0] ≃ {n} ⊂
[n] in ∆ induces a pullback square
M(X,Y)

// V(φ(X), φ(Y)) ×M(X,Y′)

Ass([m], [n]) // Ass([m], [n]) ×Ass([m], [0]).
We call φ ∶M → V an ∞-category left tensored over V if V is a monoidal ∞-category, φ is a map
of cocartesian fibrations over Ass and condition 1. holds (condition 2. is then automatic).
Similarly we define ∞-categories with weak right V-action.
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Remark 2.19. Condition 2. implies that the functor θ in condition 1. is fully faithful by taking the
fiber over the identity of [n] in the pullback square of condition 2. So if condition 2. holds, condition
1. is equivalent to the condition that θ is essentially surjective.
Denote Cat′∞/Ass ⊂ Cat∞/Ass the subcategory with objects the cocartesian fibrations relative to the
inert morphisms that preserve the maximum and with morphisms the maps of such. We write
ωLModgen ⊂ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass)
for the full subcategory spanned by the ∞-categories with weak left action. We write
ωLMod ⊂ ωLModgen
for the full subcategory spanned by the ∞-categories with weak left action over some ∞-operad.
We write
LMod ⊂ Opmon∞ ×Fun({1},Catcocart
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
cocart
∞/Ass)
for the full subcategory spanned by the ∞-categories with left action.
We call morphisms of ωLMod functors preserving the weak left actions. We call a functor preserving
the weak left actions a lax V-linear functor if it induces the identity of V on evaluation at the target.
We call morphisms of LMod functors preserving the left actions and call a functor preserving the left
actions a V-linear functor if it induces the identity of V on evaluation at the target.
We fix the following notation:
● For an ∞-operad V and ∞-categories with weak left V-action M→ V,N → V denote
LaxLinFunV(M,N) ⊂ FunV(M,N)
the full subcategory spanned by the lax V-linear functors.
● If V is a monoidal ∞-category and M,N are ∞-categories with left V-action, denote
LinFunLV(M,N) ⊂ LinFunV(M,N) ⊂ LaxLinFunV(M,N)
the full subcategories spanned by the V-linear functors (preserving small colimits).
Proposition 2.20. There is a canonical equivalence
Cat
inert
∞/LM ≃ Cat
inert
∞/Ass ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass)
that restricts to equivalences
OpLM,gen∞ ≃ ωLMod
gen
, OpLM∞ ≃ ωLMod, Op
LM,mon
∞ ≃ LMod.
Proof. Classifying a functor by a cocartesian fibration gives an equivalence
(Catcocart∞/[1] )/LM ≃ Fun([1],Cat∞/Ass).
So we have a subcategory inclusion
Cat
inert
∞/Ass ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass) ⊂ Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass) ⊂ Fun([1],Cat∞/Ass) ≃
(Catcocart∞/[1] )/LM ⊂ (Cat∞/[1])/LM ≃ Cat∞/LM.
By Lemma 2.21 1. the subcategory inclusion
Cat
inert
∞/LM ⊂ Cat∞/LM
factors through (Catcocart∞/[1] )/LM and by Lemma 2.21 2. and 3. through Cat
inert
∞/Ass ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
)
Fun([1],Cat′∞/Ass) inducing an equivalence
Cat
inert
∞/LM ≃ Cat
inert
∞/Ass ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass)
that restricts to the claimed equivalences.
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
We used the following Lemma:
Lemma 2.21.
(1) Every cocartesian fibration O → LM = Ass × [1] relative to the inert morphisms is a map of
cocartesian fibrations over [1] and every map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert
morphisms of LM is a map of cocartesian fibrations over [1].
(2) By 1. every cocartesian fibration O→ LM = Ass× [1] relative to the inert morphisms classifies
a functor φ ∶ M → V ∶= Ass ×LM O over Ass. The functor φ ∶ M → V is a map of cocartesian
fibrations relative to the inert morphisms that preserve the maximum.
(3) Given cocartesian fibrations O → LM,O′ → LM relative to the inert morphisms and a functor
θ ∶ O→ O′ over LM that is a map of cocartesian fibrations over [1] classifying a commutative
square
M
φ

α
// M
′
φ′

V
β
// V
′,
of ∞-categories over Ass.
Then θ ∶ O → O′ is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of LM if and
only if β is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of Ass and α is a map of
cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of Ass that preserve the maximum.
Proof. Every morphism in LM, whose component in Ass is the identity, is inert: a morphism of LM
is inert if and only if its image in Ass is inert under the functor LM = Ass × [1] → Ass given by the
natural transformation (−) → (−) ∗ [0] of functors ∆ → ∆. A morphism in LM, whose component
in [1] is the identity of 1 (0) is inert if and only if its component in Ass is inert (and additionally
preserves the maximum). 
For later reference we add the following proposition that guarantees that
ωLMod ⊂ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass)
is a reflexive full subcategory (Corollary 2.23).
Proposition 2.22. Let V→ Ass be an ∞-operad.
Note that for any Y ∈ V lying over some n ≥ 0 there is a unique morphism Y → Ym (automatically
inert) lying over the morphism {n} ⊂ [n] in ∆. Denote Λ the collection of functors [0]⊲ ≃ [1] → V
corresponding to some morphism Y → Ym in V for some Y ∈ V.
Let α ∶M → V be a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms that preserve the
maximum. α ∶M→ V is a ∞-category with weak left V-action if and only if α ∶M → V is fibered with
respect to Λ.
Proof. The functor θ ∶M[n] → V[n] ×M[0] induced by the map [0] ≃ {n} ⊂ [n] in ∆ for n ≥ 0 yields on
the fiber over Y ∈ V[n] the functor MY →M[n] →M[0] ≃MYm induced by Y → Ym.
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For every X ∈ V[m] the commutative square in condition (b) factors as
M(X,Y)

// V(φ(X), φ(Y)) ×M(X,Ym)

V(φ(X), φ(Y)) //

V(φ(X), φ(Y)) ×V(φ(X), φ(Ym))

Ass([m], [n]) // Ass([m], [n]) ×Ass([m], [0]).
The bottom square is a pullback square as the map V(φ(X), φ(Ym))→ Ass([m], [0]) is an equivalence.
The top square is a pullback square if and only if the square
M(X,Y)

// M(X,Ym)

V(φ(X), φ(Y)) // V(φ(X), φ(Ym))
is a pullback square.

Corollary 2.23. The ∞-category ωLMod is a localization relative to Op∞ of the bicartesian fibration
Op∞ ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass)→ Op∞.
Proof. Evaluation at the target Fun([1],Cat′∞/Ass) → Cat
′
∞/Ass is a bicartesian fibration as Cat
′
∞/Ass
admits pullbacks. So the pullback Op∞ ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass) → Op∞ is a bicartesian
fibration. Consequently it is enough to check the following two points:
● The cartesian fibration Op∞×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
)Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass)→ Op∞ restricts to a cartesian
fibration ωLMod→ Op∞ with the same cartesian morphisms.
● The full embedding ωLMod ⊂ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Cat′
∞/Ass
) Fun([1],Cat
′
∞/Ass) induces on the fiber
over every ∞-operad V a localization.
The first point follows immediately from Proposition 2.22. So we check the second point: Let E ⊂
Fun([1],V) be the full subcategory spanned by the morphisms of V cocartesian over a morphism of
Ass that preserves the maximum. Let Λ be the collection of functors of Proposition 2.22. Then by
Proposition 2.22 the full subcategory ωLModV ⊂ (Cat
′
∞/Ass)/V = Cat
E
∞/V coincides with the localization
Cat
E,Λ
∞/V
⊂ Cat
E
∞/V.

There is a dual theory of ∞-categories with weak right action. Next we define ∞-categories with
weak biaction:
Definition 2.24. Let V → Ass,W → Ass be generalized ∞-operads and φ = (φ1, φ2) ∶ M → V ×W
a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of Ass × Ass, whose first component
preserves the maximum and whose second component preserves the minimum.
We call φ ∶M → V ×W an ∞-category weakly bitensored over (V,W) (or an ∞-category with weak
biaction over (V,W)) if the following conditions hold:
(1) for every n,m ≥ 0 the map [0] ≃ {n} ⊂ [n] in the first component and the map [0] ≃ {0} ⊂ [m]
in the second component induce an equivalence
θ ∶M[n][m] → V[n] ×V[0] M[0][0] ×W[0] W[m],
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(2) for every X,Y ∈M lying over ([m], [m′]), ([n], [n′]) ∈ Ass ×Ass the cocartesian lift Y → Y′ of
the map [0] ≃ {n} ⊂ [n] and [0] ≃ {0} ⊂ [n′] induces a pullback square
M(X,Y)

// V(φ1(X), φ1(Y)) ×W(φ2(X), φ2(Y)) ×M(X,Y′)

Ass([m], [n]) ×Ass([m′], [n′]) // Ass([m], [n]) ×Ass([m′], [n′]) ×Ass([m], [0]) ×Ass([m′], [0]).
We call φ ∶M → V an ∞-category bitensored over (V,W) (or an ∞-category with (V,W)-biaction)
if V,W are monoidal ∞-categories, φ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over Ass ×Ass and condition
1. holds (condition 2. is then automatic).
Denote Cat′∞/Ass×Ass ⊂ Cat∞/Ass×Ass the subcategory of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert
morphisms, whose first component preserves the maximum and whose second component preserves the
minimum, and maps of such. Denote ωBModgen ⊂ (Op∞ ×Op∞) ×Cat′
∞/Ass×Ass
Fun([1],Cat′∞/Ass×Ass)
the full subcategory spanned by the ∞-categories with weak biaction. Denote ωBMod ⊂ ωBModgen
the full subcategory spanned by the ∞-categories weakly bitensored over ∞-operads.
Proposition 2.25. There is a canonical equivalence
Cat
inert
∞/BM ≃ (Cat
inert
∞/Ass × Cat
inert
∞/Ass) ×Cat′
∞/Ass×Ass
Fun([1],Cat′∞/Ass×Ass)
that restricts to equivalences
OpBM,gen∞ ≃ ωBMod
gen, OpBM∞ ≃ ωBMod.
Proof. Denote E−,E+ ⊂ Fun([1], Ãss) the full subcategories spanned by the inert morphisms that
preserve the minimum respectively maximum. Denote Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
∶= CatE+×E−
∞/Ãss×Ãss
⊂ Cat∞/Ãss×Ãss the
subcategory of cocartesian fibrations relative to E+ × E−. The canonical equivalence B̃M ≃ Ãss × Ãss
gives an equivalence
Cat
inert
∞/B̃M
≃ Cat
′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
.
For a functor M→ Ãss× Ãss denote M−∞,M
+
∞ the pullbacks of M→ Ãss× Ãss along the embedding
{∞}×Ãss ⊂ Ãss×Ãss respectively Ãss×{∞} ⊂ Ãss×Ãss. For anyM ∈ Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
and any V ∈ Catinert
∞/Ãss
by Lemma 9.5 the canonical functors
FunE+×E−
Ãss×Ãss
(M,V × Ãss)→ FunE+
Ãss
(M+∞,V), Fun
E+×E−
Ãss×Ãss
(M, Ãss ×V)→ FunE−
Ãss
(M−∞,V)
are equivalences.
Denote Γ ⊂ (Catinert
∞/Ãss
×Catinert
∞/Ãss
)×Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
Fun([1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
) the full subcategory spanned by
the triples (V→ Ãss,W → Ãss, γ ∶M→ V×W) such that the induced functors M+∞ → V and M
−
∞ →W
are equivalences. By Corollary 9.4 we have canonical equivalences Catinert
∞/Ãss
≃ Cat
inert
∞/Ass, Cat
inert
∞/B̃M
≃
Cat
inert
∞/BM. Taking pullback along Ass ⊂ Ãss gives an equivalence Γ ≃ (Cat
inert
∞/Ass×Cat
inert
∞/Ass)×Cat′
∞/Ass×Ass
Fun([1],Cat′∞/Ass×Ass). Consequently we need to construct a canonical equivalence Γ ≃ Cat
′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
.
Denote Fun′([1]× [1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
) ⊂ Fun([1]× [1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
) the full subcategory spanned by
the commutative squares
(9) M

// V

W // T
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in Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
such that T is the final object, V → Ãss × Ãss is a map of cocartesian fibrations over
∗× Ãss and W → Ãss× Ãss is a map of cocartesian fibrations over Ãss×∗ such that the corresponding
classified functors Ãss → Cat∞/Ãss are constant with value a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert
morphisms.
Sending square 11 to the triple (V,W,M → V ×W) defines a canonical equivalence
Fun′([1] × [1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
) ≃ (Catinert
∞/Ãss
× Catinert
∞/Ãss
) ×Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
Fun([1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
),
via which we may view Γ as a full subcategory of Fun′([1] × [1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
).
We have a canonical functor θ ∶ Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1]→ B̃M ≃ Ãss×Ãss and call a morphism in Ãss×Ãss×
[1]×[1] inert if its image under θ in B̃M is. The subcategory Catinert
∞/Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1]
⊂ Cat∞/Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1]
is contained in the subcategory (Catcocart∞/[1]×[1])/Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1] ≃ Fun([1] × [1],Cat∞/Ãss×Ãss). The sub-
category inclusion Catinert
∞/Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1]
⊂ Fun([1] × [1],Cat∞/Ãss×Ãss) yields an equivalence
(10) Catinert
∞/Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1]
≃ Fun([1] × [1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
).
The functor θ yields a functor
α ∶ Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
→ Catinert
∞/Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1]
≃ Fun([1] × [1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
)
that sends O to the commutative square
(11) O

// O
+
∞ × Ãss

Ãss ×O−∞
// Ãss × Ãss
and so factors through Γ. The functor B̃M ≃ Ãss × Ãss × {(0,0)}→ Ãss × Ãss × [1]× [1] is a section of
θ and so yields a functor
β ∶ Γ ⊂ Fun([1] × [1],Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
) ≃ Catinert
∞/Ãss×Ãss×[1]×[1]
→ Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
left inverse to α. The equivalence id ≃ β ○ α exhibits α as left adjoint to β: For any Q ∶= (V,W,M →
V ×W) ∈ Γ and O ∈ Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
the projection
FunE−
Ãss
(O−∞,V)×FunE+×E−
Ãss×Ãss
(O,Ãss×V)
FunE+×E−
Ãss×Ãss
(O,M)×
Fun
E+×E−
Ãss×Ãss
(O,V×Ãss)
FunE+
Ãss
(O+∞,V) → Fun
E+×E−
Ãss×Ãss
(O,M)
is an equivalence and so induces on maximal subspaces a natural equivalence
Γ(α(O),Q) ≃ Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
(O, β(Q))
that is induced by β. As the functor β is conservative, the functor β ∶ Γ → Cat′
∞/Ãss×Ãss
is an
equivalence. So we obtain the desired equivalence Catinert∞/BM ≃ (Cat
inert
∞/Ass × Cat
inert
∞/Ass) ×Cat′
∞/Ass×Ass
Fun([1],Cat′∞/Ass×Ass) that restricts to the claimed equivalences.

The involution of BM 2.26. We have a canonical involution on ∆ sending [n] to [n] and a map
α ∶ [n]→ [m] in ∆ to the map
[n] ≃ [n]
α
Ð→ [m] ≃ [m],
where the bijection [n] ≃ [n] sends i to n− i and similar for m. The involution on ∆ yields involutions
on Ass =∆op and BM = (∆/[1])op. The involution on BM restricts to an equivalence
LM ≃ Ass × [1] ≃ RM ≃ Ass × [1]
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that is the product of the involution on Ass with the identity of [1].
The involution on Ass yields an involution on Op∞,Op
gen
∞ denoted by (−)
rev, the involution on BM
yields an involution on OpBM∞ ,Op
BM,gen
∞ that restricts to equivalences
ωLModgen ≃ OpLM,gen∞ ≃ Op
RM,gen
∞ ≃ ωRMod
gen, ωLMod ≃ OpLM∞ ≃ Op
RM
∞ ≃ ωRMod,
where ωRModgen, ωRMod are defined similarly, under which an ∞-category with weak left V-action
corresponds to an ∞-category with weak right Vrev-action.
When working with ∞-operads and ∞-categories weakly left tensored over such we often use the
following abusive notation and terminology:
Notation 2.27. Let θ ∶W → Ass be an ∞-operad. Set V ∶= W[1]. We say that θ endows V with the
structure of an∞-operad. Abusively we call V an∞-operad leaving the structure given by θ implicite.
If we need to talk about θ, we write V⊗ for W.
Let φ ∶ M → W be an ∞-category weakly left tensored over W. Set D ∶= M[0]. We say that φ
exhibits D as weakly left tensored over V or φ endows D with a weak left V-action. Abusively we call
D an ∞-category weakly left tensored over V (or an ∞-category with weak left V-action) leaving the
structure given by φ implicite. If we need to talk about φ (and not only D), we write D⊛ → V⊗ for
φ ∶M →W.
Similarly let γ ∶M→ V⊗×W⊗ be an∞-category weakly bitensored over (V⊗,W⊗). Set D ∶=M[0][0].
We say that γ exhibits D as weakly bitensored over (V,W). Abusively we say that D is weakly
bitensored over (V,W) and call D an ∞-category weakly bitensored over (V,W).
Enveloping O-monoidal ∞-category 2.28. Let O → Ass be a cocartesian fibration relative to the
inert morphisms. Denote Act(O) ⊂ Fun([1],O) the full subcategory spanned by the active morphisms
in O. For every generalized O-operad C we set
EnvO(C) ∶= Act(O) ×Fun({0},O) C.
The diagonal embedding O ⊂ Fun([1],O) factors as O ⊂ Act(O). The pullback of the embedding
O ⊂ Act(O) (seen over O via evaluation at the source) along the functor C → O is an embedding
C ⊂ EnvO(C).
The functor EnvO(C) → Act(O) → Fun({1},O) is a generalized O-monoidal ∞-category and the
embedding C ⊂ EnvO(C) is a map of generalized O-operads satisfying the following universal property
by Proposition 9.12: For every generalized O-monoidal∞-category D → O (in fact for any cocartesian
fibration D→ O) composition with the embedding C ⊂ EnvO(C) yields an equivalence
Fun⊗
O
(EnvO(C),D) ≃ AlgC/O(D)
between maps EnvO(C)→D of cocartesian fibrations over O and maps C →D of cocartesian fibrations
relative to the inert morphisms of O.
For any Z ∈ O[0] we have a canonical equivalence
EnvO(C)Z ≃ (O[0])/Z ×O[0] C[0].
Especially if O[0] is a space, which is satisfied for O ∈ {Ass,LM,RM,BM}, the embedding C ⊂ EnvO(C)
over O yields an equivalence CZ ≃ EnvO(C)Z. So if C is a O-operad, EnvO(C) is a O-monoidal ∞-
category due to Proposition 2.13.
We call EnvO(C) → O the enveloping (generalized) O-monoidal ∞-category of C → O and drop O
for O = Ass.
We have the following important lemma:
Lemma 2.29. Let θ ∶ O′ → O be a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of
Ass. If θ is a right fibration relative to the active morphisms, the canonical map
EnvO′(O′ ×O C) → O′ ×O EnvO(C)
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of O′-monoidal ∞-categories is an equivalence.
Proof. The functor θ ∶ O′ → O yields an equivalence Act(O′) ≃ Fun({1},O′) ×Fun({1},O) Act(O) that
gives rise to an equivalence
O
′ ×O EnvO(C) = O′ ×Fun({1},O) (Act(O)×Fun({0},O) C) ≃
Act(O′) ×Fun({0},O′) (O
′ ×O C) = EnvO′(O′ ×O C)
inverse to the canonical map. 
The assumptions of Lemma 2.29 are satisfied for the canonical embeddings
Ass ⊂ LM,Ass ⊂ RM,Ass ⊂ BM.
Now we consider the enveloping monoidal and LM-monoidal ∞-category and presheaves on that:
Enveloping ∞-category with closed left action 2.30.
Proposition 2.31. Let V be a small ∞-operad.
(1) There is an embedding of ∞-operads V ⊂ V′ with V′ a presentable monoidal ∞-category such
that for any presentable monoidal ∞-category W restriction along the embedding V ⊂ V′ yields
an equivalence
Fun⊗,L(V′,W) ≃ AlgV(W),
where the left hand side denotes the full subcategory of all left adjoint monoidal functors.
(2) Let M be a small ∞-category weakly left tensored over V.
There is an embedding of ∞-categories M ⊂M′ with weak left action with M′ a presentable
∞-category with left action over V′ such that for any presentable ∞-category N with left V′-
action restriction along the embedding M ⊂M′ yields an equivalence
LinFunLV′(M
′,N) ≃ LaxLinFunV(M,N),
where we restrict the left V′-action on N to a weak left V-action, and the left hand side denotes
the full subcategory of all left adjoint V′-linear functors.
Proof. Denote Catcc∞ ⊂ Ĉat∞ the subcategory of ∞-categories with small colimits and functors pre-
serving small colimits. By [6] Proposition 4.8.1.3. and Remark 4.8.1.8. we have the following facts:
the subcategory inclusion Catcc∞ ⊂ Ĉat∞ admits a left adjoint ρ that by its universal property sends
a small ∞-category C to P(C). The ∞-category Catcc∞ carries a closed symmetric monoidal structure
such that ρ ∶ Ĉat∞ → Cat
cc
∞ is symmetric monoidal when Ĉat∞ carries the cartesian structure.
So for O ∈ {Ass,LM} we get an induced adjunction AlgO(Ĉat∞) ⇄ AlgO(Cat
cc
∞).
We have a canonical equivalence
AlgO(Ĉat∞) ≃MonO(Ĉat∞) ≃ Ôp
O,mon
∞
and the right adjoint identifies AlgO(Cat
cc
∞) with the subcategory of AlgO(Ĉat∞) ≃ Ôp
O,mon
∞ of O-
monoidal ∞-categories compatible with small colimits.
The composition AlgO(Ĉat∞) → AlgO(Cat
cc
∞) ⊂ AlgO(Ĉat∞) sends a small O-monoidal ∞-category
C to a presentable O-monoidal∞-category, whose fiber over any X ∈ O[1] is the presentable∞-category
P(CX). Especially it sends the enveloping monoidal ∞-category Env(V) of a small ∞-operad V to a
presentable monoidal ∞-category V′, which comes with an embedding of ∞-operads V ⊂ Env(V) ⊂ V′
satisfying universal property 1.
2.: The ∞-category M weakly left tensored over V corresponds to a LM-operad O that embeds
into its enveloping LM-monoidal∞-category EnvLM(O), whose restriction to Ass is Env(V). The LM-
monoidal ∞-category EnvLM(O) is sent to a presentable LM-monoidal ∞-category O′ corresponding
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to a presentable ∞-category M′ with left action over V′. The embedding O ⊂ EnvLM(O) ⊂ O′ of LM-
operads corresponds to an embedding M ⊂ M′ of ∞-categories with weak left action that satisfies
universal property 2.

Next we define multi-morphism spaces in ∞-operads and ∞-categories with weak left action:
Multi-morphism spaces in ∞-categories with weak left action 2.32. We fix the following
notation:
● Let V be an ∞-operad and X1, ...,Xn,Y ∈ V for some n ≥ 0. We write
MulV(X1, ...,Xn;Y)
for the full subspace of V⊗(X,Y) spanned by the morphisms X→ Y in V lying over the active
morphism [1]→ [n] in ∆, where X ∈ V⊗
[n]
≃ (V[1])×n corresponds to (X1, ...,Xn).
● Let M be an ∞-category weakly left tensored over some ∞-operad V and X0, ...,Xn−1 ∈
V, Xn,Y ∈M for some n ≥ 0. We write
MulM(X0, ...,Xn;Y)
for the full subspace of M⊛(X,Y) spanned by the morphisms X → Y in M⊛ lying over [0] ≃
{0} ⊂ [n] in ∆, where X ∈M⊛
[n]
≃ V
×n ×M corresponds to (X0, ...,Xn).
Now we define morphism objects in an ∞-category weakly left tensored over some ∞-operad V.
Warning 2.33. The following definition of morphism object in case that V is a monoidal∞-category
is not the definition ([6] Definition 4.2.1.28.) given by Lurie. See Lemma 2.37 for the relation between
both definitions.
Morphism objects 2.34.
Definition 2.35. Let M be an ∞-category weakly left tensored over some ∞-operad V.
A morphism object of X,Y ∈ M is an object MorM(X,Y) ∈ V together with a multi-morphism
α ∈MulM(MorM(X,Y),X;Y) that induces for every objects Z1, ...,Zn ∈ V an equivalence
MulV(Z1, ...,Zn;MorM(X,Y)) ≃MulM(Z1, ...,Zn,X;Y).
We call an ∞-category M weakly left tensored over V closed if for every X,Y ∈ M there is a
morphism object MorM(X,Y) ∈ V.
We will often use the following lemma:
Lemma 2.36. Let M be an ∞-category weakly left tensored over an ∞-operad V.
The embedding M ⊂M′ of ∞-categories with weak left action preserves morphism objects.
Proof. Note that an object of Env(V) is a tensorproduct of objects in V ⊂ Env(V). So V′ is generated
by V under small colimits and tensor products.
For any X,Y ∈M and Z1, ...,Zk ∈ V we have a canonical equivalence
V
′(Z1 ⊗ ...⊗ Zn;MorM(X,Y)) ≃MulV′(Z1, ...,Zn;MorM(X,Y)) ≃
MulV(Z1, ...,Zn;MorM(X,Y)) ≃MulM(Z1, ...,Zn,X;Y) ≃MulM′(Z1, ...,Zn,X;Y)
≃MulV′(Z1, ...,Zn;MorM′(X,Y)) ≃ V′(Z1 ⊗ ...⊗ Zn;MorM′(X,Y)).

If V is a monoidal ∞-category, the definition of morphism object gets easier:
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Lemma 2.37.
Let V be a monoidal ∞-category and M an ∞-category with weak left V-action. Let X,Y ∈M,T ∈ V
and α ∈MulM(T,X;Y) a multi-morphism.
Then α exhibits T as the morphism object of X and Y, i.e. for every Z1, ...,Zn ∈ V the multi-
morphism α induces an equivalence
ψ ∶ V(⊗(Z1, ...,Zn),T) ≃MulM(Z1, ...,Zn,X;Y)
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) For every Z1, ...,Zn ∈ V the canonical map
γ ∶MulM(⊗(Z1, ...,Zn),X;Y) →MulM(Z1, ...,Zn,X;Y)
is an equivalence.
(2) For every Z ∈ V the canonical map
ρZ ∶ V(Z,T) →MulM(Z,X;Y)
is an equivalence.
Note that the morphism γ is an equivalence if M is left tensored over V.
Proof. If α exhibits T as the morphism object of X and Y, then condition 2. holds.
Condition 2. is equivalent to the condition that for every Z1, ...,Zn ∈ V the canonical map
ρ⊗(Z1,...,Zn) ∶ V(⊗(Z1, ...,Zn),T)→MulM(⊗(Z1, ...,Zn),X;Y)
is an equivalence. We have ψ = γ ○ ρ⊗(Z1,...,Zn).

Lurie makes the following definition ([6] Definition 4.2.1.25. and 4.2.1.28.):
Definition 2.38. We say that an ∞-category M weakly left tensored over a monoidal ∞-category V
is pseudo-enriched in V if condition 1. of Lemma 2.37 holds for any X,Y ∈M.
We say that an ∞-category M weakly left tensored over a monoidal ∞-category V is enriched in V
(in the sense of Lurie) if condition 1. and 2. of Lemma 2.37 holds for any X,Y ∈M.
So an ∞-category M weakly left tensored over a monoidal ∞-category V is closed if and only if M
is a V-enriched ∞-category in the sense of Lurie.
Graph of an ∞-category with weak left action 2.39. Given an ∞-category M with closed weak
left V-action the functor
V
op ×Mop ×M → S, MulM(−,−;−)
is adjoint to a functor
MorM(−,−) ∶Mop ×M→ V ⊂ Fun(Vop,S).
If the weak left V-action on M is not closed, we may embed M into its enveloping ∞-category M′
with closed left V′-action to get a functor
MorM′(−,−) ∶M′op ×M′ → V′
that we restrict to a functor Mop ×M → V′. For any X,Y ∈ M,Z1, ...,Zn ∈ V we have a canonical
equivalence
MorM′(X,Y)(Z1 ⊗ ...⊗ Zn) ≃MulM(Z1, ...,Zn,X;Y).
Now we specialize morphism objects to endomorphism objects, which carry the structure of an
associative algebra:
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Endomorphism objects 2.40. Let M⊛ → V⊗ be an ∞-category with weak left action and X ∈ M.
The functor σ ∶ [1] → Ass corresponding to the morphism {0} ⊂ [1] in ∆ gives rise to an ∞-category
FunAss([1],M⊛). We have a canonical functor
FunAss([1],M⊛) →M⊛[1] ×M
⊛
[0] ≃ V ×M ×M.
The pullback
M[X] ∶= {(X,X)} ×M×M FunAss([1],M⊛)→ V
is a right fibration classifying the presheaf MulM(−,X;X) ∶ Vop → S. So we may identify objects of
M[X] with pairs (A, α) consisting of an object A ∈ V and a multi-morphism α ∈MulM(A,X;X).
Evaluation at σ ∶ [1]→ Ass defines a functor
LMod(M) ⊂ FunAss(Ass,M⊛)→ FunAss([1],M⊛)
that gives rise to a commutative square
{X} ×M LMod(M)

//M[X]

Alg(V) // V.
The forgetful functor LMod(M) → M × Alg(V) is a map of cartesian fibrations over Alg(V) that
is fiberwise conservative and so reflects cartesian morphisms over Alg(V). Hence the functor {X}×M
LMod(M) → Alg(V) is a right fibration. If a multi-morphism α ∈ MulM(A,X;X) exhibits A as
the endomorphism object of X, then by Proposition 2.41, a modification of [6] Theorem 4.7.1.34.,
the ∞-category {X} ×M LMod(M) admits a final object lying over (A, α) ∈ M[X]. By sending this
final object to Alg(V) we get a canonical associative algebra structure E on A, which we call the
endomorphism algebra structure on A and usually do notationally identify with A. The endomorphism
algebra structure on A satisfies the following universal property:
Note that a final object of the ∞-category {X} ×M LMod(M) corresponds to a representation of
the right fibration {X} ×M LMod(M)→ Alg(V), i.e. an object E ∈ Alg(V) and an equivalence
{X} ×M LMod(M) ≃ Alg(V)/E
over Alg(V) classifying an equivalence of spaces
{X} ×M LModB(M) ≃ Alg(V)(B,E)
natural in B ∈ Alg(V).
Proposition 2.41. LetM→ V be a∞-category with weak left action and X ∈M. Let α ∈MulM(A,X;X)
be a multi-morphism.
If α exhibits A as the endomorphism object of X, the ∞-category {X}×M LMod(M) admits a final
object lying over (A, α) ∈M[X].
Proof. The ∞-category M → V with weak left action embeds into its enveloping closed monoidal ∞-
category M′ → V′. We get an induced embedding {X} ×M LMod(M) ⊂ {X} ×M′ LMod(M′) covering
the embedding M[X] ⊂ M′[X]. By Lemma 2.36 the embedding M ⊂ M′ preserves morphism objects
so that α exhibits A as the endomorphism object of X in M′. Thus (A, α) ∈M[X] represents the right
fibration M′[X]→ V′ or equivalently is the final object of M′[X].
So by [6] Theorem 4.7.1.34. the ∞-category {X} ×M′ LMod(M′) admits a final object lying over
(A, α) ∈M[X] ⊂M′[X] so that the ∞-category {X} ×M LMod(M) admits a final object, too.

In the next section we will use the following proposition:
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Proposition 2.42. Let S be an ∞-category and M⊛ → V a S-family of ∞-categories with weak left
action, which for any functor B→ S gives rise to a weak left action of FunS(B,V) on FunS(B,M).
Let α ∈ FunS(B,M) be a functor over S that admits an endomorphism object in FunS(B,V) that is
universal in the following sense:
For any functor B′ → B over S the induced functor FunS(B,M) → FunS(B′,M) of ∞-categories
with weak left action preserves the endomorphism object.
Then there is a canonical equivalence
B ×M LMod
S(M) ≃ B ×AlgS(V){1} Alg
S(V)[1]
over B ×S Alg
S(V){0}, where the pullbacks are formed via α respectively the endomorphism algebra
β ∶= FunS(B,M)(α,α) ∈ Alg(FunS(B,V)) ≃ FunS(B,Alg
S(V)), which is stable under pullback along
any functor B′ → B.
Proof. By taking pullback we may reduce to the case that the functor B→ S is the identity. For any
functor θ ∶ T→ S we have a canonical equivalence
FunS(T,S ×M LMod
S(M)) ≃ {α ○ θ} ×FunS(T,M) LMod(FunS(T,M))
≃ Alg(FunS(T,V))/β○θ ≃ FunS(T,S ×AlgS(V){1} Alg
S(V)[1])
over FunS(T,Alg
S(V)) ≃ Alg(FunS(T,V)) that represents the desired equivalence over Alg
S(V).

3. Weakly enriched ∞-categories
Next we give the definition of enriched∞-categories in the sense of Gepner-Haugseng and a variation
of it (Definition 3.5), which we call weakly enriched ∞-categories.
We start with defining many object versions of the ∞-categories LM,RM,BM of 2 parametrizing
left, right and biactions:
Many object versions of BM 3.1. The forgetful functor ν ∶ ∆ → Set, [n] ↦ {0, ...,n} gives rise
to a functor
ρ ∶∆/[1]
(−)op
ÐÐÐ→∆/[1]
ν
Ð→ Set/{0,1} → Set,
where the last functor takes the fiber over 1. For any space X the composition
BM
ρop
ÐÐ→ Setop
Fun(−,X)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ S
classifies a left fibration BMX → BM that is a generalized BM-monoidal ∞-category. If X is con-
tractible, the functor BMX → BM is an equivalence. Note that the pullback of BMX → BM along the
right embedding Ass ⊂ RM ⊂ BM is the identity of Ass and the fiber over id[1] ∈ BM is X.
We write
LMX → LM,AssX → Ass
for the pullbacks of BMX → BM along the embeddings LM ⊂ BM, Ass ⊂ LM ⊂ BM.
Note that the left fibration AssX → Ass classifies the functor
Ass
(−)op
ÐÐÐ→ Ass
νop
ÐÐ→ Setop
Fun(−,X)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ S.
We write RMX ∶= RM ×LM LMX → RM for the pullback of LMX → LM along the equivalence
RM ≃ LM.
Moreover we have a relative versions of BMX: Given a left fibration X → S classifying a functor
α ∶ S → S the composition
BM × S
BM×α
ÐÐÐ→ BM × S
ρop×S
ÐÐÐ→ Setop × S
Fun(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐ→ S
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classifies a cocartesian S-family of generalized BM-operads BMSX → S×BM, whose pullback along the
right embedding Ass ⊂ BM is the identity and whose fiber over id[1] ∈ BM is X→ S. We write
AssSX → S ×Ass, LM
S
X → S × LM, RM
S
X → S ×RM
for the pullbacks of BMSX → S × BM along the left embedding Ass ⊂ BM, the embedding LM ⊂ BM
respectively the equivalence RM ≃ LM ⊂ BM.
Now we are ready to make the following definition of enriched ∞-precategory given by Gepner-
Haugseng in [3] Definition 2.4.4.:
Definition 3.2. Gepner-Haugseng
Given a space X and an ∞-operad V an ∞-precategory enriched in V (or V-precategory) with space
of objects X is a map AssX → V of generalized ∞-operads.
Remark 3.3. Definition 3.2 is a slight variant from the original definition of Gepner and Haugseng:
Gepner and Haugseng define homotopy-coherent enrichment in an ∞-operad V under the name
categorical algebra in V or V-enriched ∞-category with space of objects X, which in our language is
an∞-precategory enriched in Vrev with space of objects X, where Vrev denotes the reversed∞-operad
structure. Given objects A,B,C ∈ X the composition maps of a V-precategory C with space of objects
X are multi-morphisms
MorC(B,C),MorC(A,B) →MorC(A,C)
in our definition but maps
MorC(A,B),MorC(B,C) →MorC(A,C)
in the definition of Gepner and Haugseng.
Remark 3.4. The full subcategory inclusion Op∞ ⊂ Op
gen
∞ of ∞-operads into generalized ∞-operads
admits a left adjoint denoted by L and called operadic localization. So a V-precategory with space of
objects X is likewise a map of ∞-operads L(AssX)→ V.
The abstract ∞-operad L(AssX) can be explicitely constructed: Gepner-Haugseng construct a
presentation of L(AssX) as a simplicial operad ([3] Definition 4.2.2. and Corollary 4.2.8.) that is
identified by Macpherson [8] with a construction of Hinich ([5] 3.2.11.). We decided to work with AssX
instead of L(AssX) as AssX seems a simpler object, is much easier to define and has the technically
convenient advantage that the functor AssX → Ass is a left fibration.
Next we define weakly enriched ∞-categories: For any small ∞-operad V denote V′ the Day-
convolution monoidal structure on presheaves on the enveloping monoidal ∞-category of V.
Definition 3.5. Given a space X and a small ∞-operad V an ∞-precategory weakly enriched in V
with space of objects X is an ∞-precategory enriched in V′ with space of objects X.
The canonical embedding V ⊂ V′ of ∞-operads yields an embedding AlgAssX(V) ⊂ AlgAssX(V
′) of
∞-categories enriched in V into ∞-categories weakly enriched in V.
For later applications we need the opposite weakly enriched ∞-precategory:
Opposite weakly enriched ∞-precategory 3.6. For any [n] ∈ ∆ we have a bijection [n] ≃ [n]
sending i to n − i.
Denote τ the non-identity involution on ∆ and ν ∶ ∆ → Set the functor forgetting the order. We
have a canonical equivalence ν ○ τ ≃ ν that yields for any space X a canonical equivalence
AssrevX = τ
∗(AssX) ≃ AssX
over Ass that yields on the fiber over [1] ∈ Ass the equivalence X ×X ≃ X ×X switching the factors.
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So for any ∞-operad V we get a canonical equivalence
(12) AlgAssX(V) ≃ AlgAssrevX (V) ≃ AlgAssX(V
rev)
that sends a V-precategory with space of objects X to its opposite Vrev-precategory with the same
space of objects but reversed graph. So we get an induced equivalence
(13) AlgAssX(V
′) ≃ AlgAssX(V
′rev) ≃ AlgAssX(V
rev′),
using the canonical equivalence V′rev ≃ Vrev′, that sends an ∞-precategory weakly enriched in V with
space of objects X to its opposite ∞-precategory weakly enriched in Vrev.
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4. Extracting a weakly enriched ∞-category
In this section we construct the functor
χ ∶ ωLMod→ {weakly enriched ∞-precategories}
(4.5) via a generalized version of Day-convolution developed in section 8.
Following Hinich ([5]) we construct for any space X and ∞-operad V an ∞-operad structure on
the ∞-category Fun(X × X,V) that weakly acts on Fun(X,V) from the right, and whose associative
algebras are V-precategories with space of objects X. In case of Hinich’s construction the identification
of Alg(Fun(X×X,V)) with V-precategories with space of objects X follows from work of Macpherson
([8]), in our construction this follows tautologically. We define V-enriched presheaves on C as right
C-modules in Fun(X,V) for this weak action. To construct the ∞-operad structure on Fun(X ×X,V)
and its weak right action on Fun(X,V) we use a Day-convolution for generalized ∞-operads, which
we construct in section 8:
Let O → Ass be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms, C → O a generalized
O-monoidal ∞-category and D→ O a generalized O-operad.
By Theorem 8.7 and Proposition 8.9 the functor
(−) ×O C ∶ Op
O,gen
∞ → Op
O,gen
∞
admits a right adjoint FunO(C,−) that preserves O-operads, and preserves O-monoidal ∞-categories
compatible with small colimits in case that the fibers of C → O are small. For any map O′ → O of
cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of Ass we have a canonical equivalence
O
′ ×O Fun
O(C,D) ≃ FunO
′
(O′ ×O C,O′ ×O D).
If D is an O-operad, for any Z ∈ O[1] we have a canonical equivalence
FunO(C,D)Z ≃ Fun(CZ,DZ).
For O ∈ {Ass,LM,RM,BM} and any space X by 3.1 we have a generalized O-monoidal ∞-category
OX → O and set
QuivOX(−) ∶= Fun
O(OX,−).
More generally by 3.1 we have for any left fibration X → S a generalized O-monoidal ∞-category
O
S
X → S ×O and set
QuivS,OX (−) ∶= Fun
S×O(OSX,−),
and
QuivOX,S(−) ∶= Fun
O
S×O(S ×O,Quiv
S,O
X (−)).
We consider the following cases:
(1) O = Ass: For any ∞-operad V the ∞-operad QuivAssX (V) has underlying ∞-category Fun(X ×
X,V) and its associative algebras are V-precategories with space of objects X.
(2) O = BM: For any ∞-category M weakly bitensored over ∞-operads (V,W) the BM-operad
QuivBMX (M) exhibits Fun(X,M) as weakly bitensored over Fun(X × X,V) from the left and
W from the right, where the weak right action of W on Fun(X,M) is the diagonal action.
Dualizing 2. the ∞-category Fun(X,M) is canonically weakly bitensored over V from the left
and Fun(X ×X,W) from the right, where the weak left action of V is the diagonal action.
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(3) We apply this especially to V seen as weakly bitensored over itself. In this case the∞-category
Fun(X,V) is canonically weakly bitensored over V from the left and Fun(X ×X,V) from the
right and for any associative algebra C in Fun(X ×X,V) we call
PV(C) ∶= RModC(Fun(X,V))
the∞-category of V-enriched presheaves on C. So PV(C) carries an induced weak left V-action.
We extend this via the enveloping closed monoidal∞-categoryV′ ∶The∞-category Fun(X,V)
is canonically weakly bitensored over V′ from the left and Fun(X ×X,V′) from the right and
for any associative algebra C in Fun(X ×X,V′) we set PV(C) ∶= RModC(Fun(X,V)).
(4) O = LM,RM: For any ∞-category M weakly left (right) tensored over an ∞-operad V the
∞-category Fun(X,M) is canonically weakly left (right) tensored over Fun(X × X,V). By
Proposition 4.7 the weak left action of Fun(X ×X,V) on Fun(X,M) is closed if the weak left
action of V on M is. Especially the weak left action of Fun(M≃ ×M≃,V′) on Fun(M≃,M′) is
closed and we call the endomorphism algebra of the canonical embedding M≃ ⊂ M ⊂ M′ the
∞-precategory weakly enriched in V associated to M (with space of objects M≃), denoted by
χ(M). More generally given a map τ ∶ X→M≃ the pullback τ∗(χ(M)) ∈ Alg(Fun(X×X,V)) is
the endomorphism algebra of τ with respect to the left action of Fun(X×X,V) on Fun(X,M).
Remark 4.1. If D→ S×O is a bicartesian S-family of O-monoidal∞-categories compatible with small
colimits, by Proposition 8.9 the functor QuivO,SX (D) → S × O is a bicartesian S-family of O-monoidal
∞-categories compatible with small colimits and the functor QuivOX,S(D) → O is a O-monoidal ∞-
category compatible with small colimits.
Especially for S contractible: if an O-operad D is a O-monoidal ∞-category compatible with small
colimits, by Proposition 8.9 2. the O-operad QuivOX(D) is a O-monoidal ∞-category compatible with
small colimits, whose tensorproduct admits the following description:
● For O = Ass: Given functors F,G ∶ X×X→ V their tensorproduct F⊗G ∶ X×X→ V is the left
kan-extension of the functor
X ×X ×X
(α,β)
ÐÐÐ→ (X ×X) × (X ×X)
F×G
ÐÐ→ V ×V
⊗
Ð→ V
along the functor γ ∶ X×X ×X→ X ×X, where α sends (A,B,C) to (B,C), β sends (A,B,C)
to (A,B) and γ sends (A,B,C) to (A,C). So concretely we have
(F⊗G)(A,C) ≃ colimB∈XF(B,C)⊗G(A,B)
for A,C ∈ X.
● For O = LM: Given functors F ∶ X ×X→ V,G ∶ X→D the left action F⊗G ∶ X→D is the left
kan-extension of the functor
X ×X
(id,β)
ÐÐÐ→ (X ×X) ×X
F×G
ÐÐ→ V ×D
⊗
Ð→D
along the functor γ ∶ X × X → X, where β sends (B,C) to B and γ sends (B,C) to C. So
concretely we have
(F⊗G)(C) ≃ colimB∈XF(B,C)⊗G(B)
for C ∈ X.
Remark 4.2. Let O ∈ {Ass,LM,RM,BM}. The embedding OpO∞ ⊂ Op
O,gen
∞ of O-operads into gener-
alized O-operads admits a left adjoint L that sends OX to a O-operad L(OX). By [8] Hinich constructs
explicite presentations of L(OX) ([5] 3.2.11.) that allow him to deduce that the functor (−)×OL(OX) ∶
OpO∞ → Op
O
∞ admits a right adjoint Quiv
O
X(−): Hinich proves that the functor L(OX) → O is flat ([5]
Proposition 3.3.6.) and deduces from flatness that the functor (−) ×O L(OX) ∶ Op
O
∞ → Op
O
∞ admits
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a right adjoint QuivOX(−) ([5] Proposition 2.8.3). Contrary to that we work with the generalized
O-operad OX and need to construct a Day-convolution for generalized O-operads.
Using Hinich’s explicite description of L(OX) one can check with some effort that the local equiva-
lence OX → L(OX) is a strong approximation in the sense of [6] Definition 2.3.3.6., which implies that
any base-change B×O OX → B×O L(OX) of it along a map B→ O of generalized O-operads is again a
local equivalence. This guarantees that Hinich’s and our QuivOX(D) are equivalent.
Notation 4.3. For O ∈ {Ass,LM,RM,BM} we set
QuivO ∶= Quiv
O,S×OpO
∞
S∗×OpO∞
(S ×UO),
ωQuivO ∶= Quiv
O,S×OpO∞
S∗×OpO∞
(S × ωUO),
where UO → OpO∞, ωU
O → OpO∞ denote the cocartesian Op
O
∞-families of O-operads classifying the iden-
tity respectively the functor sending an O-operad to presheaves with Day-convolution on its enveloping
O-monoidal ∞-category. For O = Ass we drop O from the notation.
By Remark 4.1 the functor ωQuivO → S×OpO∞×O is a bicartesian S×Op
O
∞-family of O-monoidal∞-
categories compatible with small colimits. We have a canonical embedding UO ⊂ ωUO of cocartesian
OpO∞-families of O-operads that yields an embedding Quiv
O
⊂ ωQuivO of S×OpO∞-families of O-operads.
For functors S→ S, α ∶ S→ OpO∞ classifying a left fibration X→ S respectively a cocartesian S-family
of O-operads D → S ×O we have canonical equivalences
(14) QuivS×OX (D) ≃ S ×(S×OpO
∞
) Quiv
O
(15) QuivS×OX (D
′) ≃ S ×(S×OpO
∞
) ωQuiv
O,
where D′ → S ×O classifies the composition of α ∶ S → OpO∞ with the functor sending an O-operad to
presheaves with Day-convolution on its enveloping O-monoidal ∞-category.
Notation 4.4. We set
PreCat∞ ∶= Alg
S×Op∞(Quiv),
ωPreCat∞ ∶= Alg
S×Op∞(ωQuiv)
and for any ∞-operad V we write PreCatV∞, ωPreCat
V
∞ for the fiber over V.
By the equivalences 14, 15 we have a canonical equivalence
Alg(QuivS,X(D)) ≃ FunS(S,Alg
S(QuivS×AssX (D))) ≃ FunS×Op∞(S,PreCat∞),
(16) Alg(QuivS,X(D
′)) ≃ FunS(S,Alg
S(QuivS×AssX (D
′))) ≃ FunS×Op∞(S, ωPreCat∞).
The comparison functor 4.5. Now we are ready to construct the functor
χ ∶ ωLMod→ ωPreCat∞
that endows the graph MorC(−,−) ∶ C≃ ×C≃ → V′ of an ∞-category C weakly left tensored over V with
the structure of a V′-enriched ∞-precategory.
Denote
Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
the pullback of evaluation at the target along the functor ωLMod → S sending a ∞-category with
weak left action to its maximal subspace. So objects of Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod are pairs
(M, ϕ ∶ X→M≃). The diagonal embedding S ⊂ Fun([1],S) yields an embedding
ωLMod ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod.
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The functor χ will be constructed as the restriction of a functor
Θ ∶ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod→ PreCat∞
that sends a pair (M, ϕ ∶ X→M≃) to the graph X×X
ϕ×ϕ
ÐÐ→M≃ ×M≃
MorM′(−,−)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ V′ with the structure
of a V′-enriched ∞-precategory with space of objects X.
A functor
ψ ∶ S→ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
over Fun({0},S)×Op∞ precisely corresponds to a cocartesian S-family M
⊛ → V⊗ of∞-categories with
weak left action equipped with a map F ∶ X → M of cocartesian fibrations over S starting at a left
fibration X→ S. To construct Θ we will extract from ψ a functor
S → ωPreCat∞
over S×Op∞. By functoriality the cocartesian S-family M
⊛ → V⊗ of∞-categories with weak left action
gives rise to an enveloping cocartesian S-family M′⊛ → V′⊗ of ∞-categories with closed left action and
an embedding M ⊂ M′ of cocartesian S-families of ∞-categories with weak left action. So we get a
left action of the ∞-category FunS(X ×S X,V′) on the ∞-category FunS(X,M′). By Proposition 4.7
the functor F ∶ X →M ⊂ M′ admits an endomorphism object MorFunS(X,M′)(F,F) ∈ FunS(X ×S X,V
′)
with respect to this left action. Specializing 16 we have a canonical equivalence
Alg(FunS(X ×S X,V′)) ≃ FunS×Op∞(S, ωPreCat∞).
The endomorphism algebra MorFunS(X,M′)(F,F) ∈ Alg(FunS(X ×S X,V
′)) corresponds to the desired
functor
S → ωPreCat∞
over S ×Op∞. So for ψ the identity we obtain a functor
Θ ∶ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod→ ωPreCat∞
over S×Op∞ sending an ∞-category with weak left action M equipped with a map ϕ ∶ X→M
≃ to the
endomorphism algebra MorFun(X,M′)(ϕ,ϕ) ∈ Alg(Fun(X ×X,V′)). We restrict Θ to the following full
subcategory: We write
ωLModfl ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
for the full subcategory of pairs (M, ϕ ∶ X →M≃) with ϕ essentially surjective. We call ωLModfl the
∞-category of flagged ∞-categories with weak left action and have the following remark:
Remark 4.6. Ayala-Francis ([2] Definition 0.12.) introduce the notion of flagged ∞-category, which
is an ∞-category C equipped with an essentially surjective map of spaces X → C≃, and shows that
flagged ∞-categories are a model for Segal spaces, precisely that the restricted Yoneda-embedding
Cat∞fl ⊂ P(Cat∞fl)→ P(∆)
along the restricted diagonal embedding ∆ ⊂ Cat∞ ⊂ Cat∞ fl is fully faithful with essential image the
Segal spaces. So every flagged ∞-category (M, ϕ ∶ X →M≃) with weak left action has an underlying
flagged ∞-category aka Segal space. Moreover we can identify flagged ∞-categories with flagged
∞-categories with weak left action over S as the forgetful functor
ωLModS → Cat∞
is an equivalence.
We write χ for the restriction ωLMod ⊂ ωLModfl ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
Θ
Ð→ ωPreCat∞.
The next proposition for the case that S is contractible is due to Hinich ([5] Proposition 6.3.1.)
with a very different proof:
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Proposition 4.7. Let S be an ∞-category and M⊛ → V⊗ a cocartesian S-family of ∞-categories with
weak left action. Let X→ S be a left fibration and F,G ∶ X→M be functors over S, where F is a map
of cocartesian fibrations over S.
Assume that for every Z ∈ X lying over some s ∈ S the images F(Z),G(Z) ∈Ms admit a morphism
object.
Then the functors F,G admit a morphism object MorFunS(X,M)(F,G) ∈ FunS(X ×S X,V) that is
universal in the following sense:
For every functor T → S, left fibration Y → T and functor Y → T ×S X over T the induced functor
FunS(X,M) → FunT(Y,T ×S M)
preserves the morphism object MorFunS(X,M)(F,G).
Proof. We first reduce to the case that M⊛ → V⊗ is a bicartesian S-family of presentable∞-categories
with left action: The cocartesian S-family M⊛ → V⊗ of ∞-categories with weak left action embeds
into its enveloping cocartesian S-family M′⊛ → V′⊗ of ∞-categories with closed left action. For every
s ∈ S the induced embedding Ms ⊂M
′
s
preserves morphism objects. The embedding M ⊂M′ yields an
embedding
FunS(X,M) ⊂ FunS(X,M′)
of ∞-categories with weak left action.
Having reduced to this case by Proposition 9.7 the map F extends to a map F¯ ∶ FunS(X,V) → M
of cocartesian fibrations over S that admits a right adjoint R ∶M→ FunS(X,V) relative to S.
We will show that the composition
T ∶= R ○G ∈ FunS(X,Fun
S(X,V)) ≃ FunS(X ×S X,V)
is the morphism object of F,G. We will first construct a map β ∶ T⊗F → G in FunS(X,M).
Denote E the tensorunit of FunS(X ×S X,V) ≃ FunS(X,Fun
S(X,V)). We have F¯ ○ E ≃ F.
The unit id → R ○ F¯ gives rise to a map
E→ R ○ F¯ ○E ≃ R ○F.
The functor R ∶M→ FunS(X,V) over S yields a functor
R∗ ∶ FunS(X,M) → FunS(X,Fun
S(X,V)) ≃ FunS(X ×S X,V)
laxly compatible with the weak left actions.
So for any functor H ∶ X ×S X→ V over S we get a map
H ≃ H⊗E→ H⊗R∗(F) → R∗(H⊗ F)
in FunS(X,V) adjoint to a map
θ ∶ F¯ ○H→ H⊗ F
in FunS(X,M) natural in H. For any s ∈ S and Z ∈ Xs we have that
θ(Z) ∶ F¯(H(Z)) ≃ colimY∈XH(Y,Z)⊗F(Y) → (H⊗ F)(Z) ≃ colimY∈XH(Y,Z)⊗F(Y)
is the canonical equivalence so that θ is an equivalence.
We define β ∶ T⊗ F→ G as the counit
T⊗ F ≃ F¯ ○T = (F¯ ○R) ○G → G
and have to see that β yields for any functor H ∶ X→ V over S an equivalence
ρ ∶ FunS(X,V)(H,T) ≃ FunS(X,M)(H⊗ F,T⊗F) → FunS(X,M)(H⊗ F,G).
The map ρ factors as
FunS(X,V)(H,T) → FunS(X,M)(F¯ ○H, F¯ ○T)Ð→ FunS(X,M)(F¯ ○H,G)
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≃ FunS(X,M)(H⊗F,G).
Consequently we need to check that the map
ρ′ ∶ FunS(X,V)(H,T) → FunS(X,M)(F¯ ○H, F¯ ○T) Ð→ FunS(X,M)(F¯ ○H,G)
is an equivalence. The map ρ′ is inverse to the map
FunS(X,M)(F¯ ○H,G) → FunS(X,V)(R ○ F¯ ○H,T) → FunS(X,V)(H,T)
induced by the unit id → R ○ F¯ using the triangular identities.

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5. A universal property of the extracted weakly enriched ∞-category
In this section we prove that for any ∞-category M weakly left tensored over an ∞-operad V and
any ∞-precategory C weakly enriched in V with space of objects X we have a canonical equivalence
(17) ωPreCatV∞(C, χ(M)) ≃ LModC(Fun(X,M))
≃
over S(X,M≃) ≃ Fun(X,M)≃ natural in C, M and V (Theorem 5.3), where the ∞-category of left
modules is formed with respect to the restricted left action of Fun(X ×X,V′) on Fun(X,M).
Notation 5.1. This motivates to set
FunV(C, χ(M)) ∶= LModC(Fun(X,M))
and call FunV(C, χ(M)) the ∞-category of V′-enriched functors C → χ(M).
Given an ∞-operad V we construct a canonical functor
(ωPreCatV∞)
op × ωLModV → S, C,M ↦ LModC(Fun(X,M))≃
(Proposition 5.2) adjoint to a functor ωLModV → Fun((ωPreCat
V
∞)
op,S) that we canonically factor
through χ ∶ ωLModV → ωPreCat
V
∞ (Theorem 5.3). But technically more challenging we also consider
functoriality in V.
We start with making precise how the assignment C,M↦ LModC(Fun(X,M)) on the left hand side
of equivalence 17 is functorial. Given a cocartesian fibration X → S denote Xrev → S the cocartesian
fibration arising from X→ S by taking fiberwise the opposite ∞-category.
Proposition 5.2. There is a canonical functor
ρ ∶ ωPreCatrev∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod→ Cat∞, C,M↦ LModC(Fun(X,M))
over Op∞ that induces on the fiber over an ∞-operad V a functor (ωPreCat
V
∞)
op ×ωLModV → Cat∞.
Proof. Denote Ĉart ⊂ Fun([1], Ĉat∞) the subcategory with objects the cartesian fibrations and mor-
phisms the commutative squares, whose top functor preserves cartesian morphisms.
By Proposition 9.8 there is a canonical equivalence
Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) Ĉart ≃ Fun
Op∞(ωPreCatrev∞ ,Op∞ × Ĉat∞)
over Op∞. So the functor ρ is adjoint to a functor
ρ′ ∶ ωLMod→ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) Ĉart
over Op∞. The functor ρ
′ is classified by a map θ ∶ X → ωLMod ×Op∞ ωPreCat∞ of cocartesian
fibrations over ωLMod that yields on every fiber a cartesian fibration, whose cartesian morphisms are
preserved by the fiber transports. In the following we will construct θ ∶
The cocartesian S × ωLMod-family ωQuivLM of left tensored ∞-categories gives rise to a map
LModS×ωLMod(ωQuivLM)→ AlgS×ωLMod(Ass ×LM ωQuiv
LM
´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
ωLMod×Op∞ωQuiv
) ≃ ωPreCat∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod
of cocartesian fibrations over S × ωLMod.
We define θ as the pullback
QuivLM
m
×ωQuivLM
m
LModS×ωLMod(ωQuivLM) → ωPreCat∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod.
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Thus θ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over ωLMod that induces on the fiber over any ∞-category
M with weak left action over some ∞-operad V the canonical functor
θM ∶ (Quiv
LM
M )m ×(ωQuivLM
M
)m LMod
S(ωQuivLMM )→ Alg
S(ωQuivV) ≃ ωPreCat
V
∞.
As ωQuivLMM → S×LM is a map of cartesian fibrations over S, the functor θM is a cartesian fibration,
whose cartesian morphisms are those, whose image in (QuivLMM )m is cartesian over S. The functor
θM classifies a functor (ωPreCat
V
∞)
op → Cat∞ sending an ∞-precategory C weakly enriched in V with
space of objects X to
Fun(X,M) ×Fun(X,M′) LModC(Fun(X,M
′)) ≃ LModC(Fun(X,M)).

To state Theorem 5.3 we use that for any cocartesian fibration X→ S there is a canonical embedding
X ⊂ FunS(Xrev,S × S) of cocartesian fibrations over S that induces fiberwise the Yoneda-embedding
(Lemma 9.10).
Theorem 5.3. The functor
ωLMod
χ
Ð→ ωPreCat∞ ⊂ Fun
Op∞(ωPreCatrev∞ ,Op∞ × Ŝ)
over Op∞ is adjoint to the composition
ωPreCatrev∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod
ρ
Ð→ Cat∞
(−)≃
ÐÐ→ S ⊂ Ŝ.
Proof. Denote Ĉart ⊂ Fun([1], Ĉat∞) the subcategory with objects the cartesian fibrations and mor-
phisms the commutative squares, whose top functor preserves cartesian morphisms.
By Proposition 9.8 there is a canonical equivalence
Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) Ĉart ≃ Fun
Op∞(ωPreCatrev∞ ,Op∞ × Ĉat∞)
over Op∞. So the functor ρ is adjoint to a functor
ρ′ ∶ ωLMod→ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) Ĉart
over Op∞. By the proof of 5.2 the functor ρ
′ is classified by the map
θ ∶ QuivLM
m
×ωQuivLM
m
LModS×ωLMod(ωQuivLM)→ ωPreCat∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod
of cocartesian fibrations over ωLMod that induces on the fiber over any ∞-category M with weak left
action a right fibration. Denote
Û ⊂ R̂ ⊂ Fun([1], Ĉat∞)
the full subcategories spanned by the not neccessarily small right fibrations respectively representable
right fibrations, i.e. the right fibrations C → D such that C has a final object. By Proposition 9.9
evaluation at the target Û → Ĉat∞ is a cocartesian fibration classifying the identity. By Proposition
9.8 there is a canonical equivalence
R̂ ≃ FunĈat∞(Ûrev, Ĉat∞ × Ŝ)
over Ĉat∞, whose pullback gives an equivalence
Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) R̂ ≃ Fun
Op∞(ωPreCatrev∞ ,Op∞ × Ŝ).
The Yoneda-embedding of ωPreCat∞ relative to Op∞ factors as
ωPreCat∞ ≃ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) Û ⊂ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) R̂ ≃ Fun
Op∞(ωPreCatrev∞ ,Op∞ × Ŝ).
The functor
ωLMod
χ
Ð→ ωPreCat∞ ≃ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) Û ⊂ Op∞ ×Fun({1},Ĉat∞) R̂
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over Op∞ is classified by the map
ωLMod ×
ωPreCat
{1}
∞
Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)′ → ωPreCat
{0}
∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod
of cocartesian fibrations over ωLMod that induces on the fiber over any ∞-category M with weak left
action a right fibration, where
Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)′ ⊂ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)
denotes the full subcategory spanned by the morphisms lying over an equivalence in Op∞. Conse-
quently we need to construct a canonical equivalence
(Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod) ×ωQuivLM
m
LModS×ωLMod(ωQuivLM) ≃
ωLMod ×
ωPreCat
{1}
∞
Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)′
over AlgS×ωLMod(Ass ×LM ωQuiv
LM
´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
ωLMod×Op∞ωQuiv
) ≃ ωPreCat{0}∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod.
By Corollary 2.42 there is a canonical equivalence
LModS×ωLMod(QuivLM) ≃ QuivLM
m
×
ωPreCat
{1}
∞
ωPreCat[1]∞
over ωPreCat{0}∞ ×(S×Op∞) Quiv
LM
m
, where the pullback is formed via χ ∶ QuivLM
m
→ ωPreCat∞.
The composition
QuivLM
m
≃ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) Quiv
LM
m
≃ Fun([1],QuivLM
m
)cart → Fun({0},QuivLM
m
)
is the identity. As χ ∶ QuivLM
m
→ ωPreCat∞ is a map of cartesian fibrations over S, the functor
χ ∶ QuivLM
m
→ ωPreCat∞ factors as
QuivLM
m
≃ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
Fun([1],S)×Sχ
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωPreCat∞ ≃
Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)cart → Fun({0}, ωPreCat∞)
where Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)cart ⊂ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞) denotes the full subcategory spanned by the
morphisms of ωPreCat∞ that are cartesian over S (and so lie over an equivalence of ∞-operads).
Hence we have a canonical equivalence
QuivLM
m
×
ωPreCat
{1}
∞
ωPreCat[1]∞ ≃
QuivLM
m
×Fun([1],ωPreCat∞)cart (ωPreCat
[1]
∞ ×ωPreCat∞ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)
cart)
over ωPreCat{0}∞ ×(S×Op∞) Quiv
LM
m
, where the pullback is along the functor
QuivLM
m
≃ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
Fun([1],S)×Sχ
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωPreCat∞
≃ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)cart.
As ωPreCat∞ → S is a cartesian fibration, we have a factorization system on ωPreCat∞ with left
class the morphisms lying over equivalences of spaces and right class the cartesian morphisms. Thus
by [7] Proposition 5.2.8.17. evaluation at {0→ 2} ⊂ [2]
Fun([1], ωPreCat∞) ×ωPreCat∞ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞) ≃ Fun([2], ωPreCat∞)→ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)
restricts to an equivalence
ωPreCat[1]∞ ×ωPreCat∞ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)
cart
≃ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)′.
So we get a canonical equivalence
QuivLM
m
×Fun([1],ωPreCat∞)cart (ωPreCat
[1]
∞ ×ωPreCat∞ Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)
cart) ≃
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(Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod) ×(Fun([1],S)×Fun({1},S)ωPreCat{1}∞ ) Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)
′
≃
ωLMod ×
ωPreCat
{1}
∞
Fun([1], ωPreCat∞)′
over ωPreCat{0}∞ ×Op∞ ωLMod.

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6. A universal property of enriched presheaves
Goal of this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1. Let V be a monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits, C a V-precategory with
small space of objects X and M an ∞-category left tensored over V compatible with small colimits.
There is a canonical equivalence
Ψ ∶ LinFunLV(PV(C),M) ≃ Fun
V(C, χ(M)) = LModC(Fun(X,M))
over LinFunLV(Fun(X,V),M) ≃ Fun(X,M).
If V is presentable, any left V-action compatible with small colimits is closed. So by Theorem 5.3
we have a canonical equivalence
FunV(C, χ(M))≃ ≃ P̂reCat
V
∞(C, χ(M)).
So the equivalence Ψ of Theorem 6.1 induces on maximal subspaces an equivalence
LinFunLV(PV(C),M)
≃
≃ P̂reCat
V
∞(C, χ(M))
that sends for M = PV(C) the identity to a V-enriched functor C → χ(PV(C)), which we call the
V-enriched Yoneda-embedding, and which we prove to be an embedding (Proposition 6.5).
Naturality in M and the Yoneda-lemma imply the following corollary:
Corollary 6.2. Restriction along the V-enriched Yoneda-embedding C → χ(PV(C)) defines an equiv-
alence
LinFunLV(PV(C),M)
≃
≃ P̂reCat
V
∞(C, χ(M)).
To construct the functor Ψ we start with the following Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 : Let X be a space
and V an ∞-operad. The ∞-category Fun(X,V) is weakly bitensored over Fun(X × X,V) from the
right and V from the left, where the weak left action is the diagonal weak left action. Thus the
∞-category Fun(X,Fun(X,V)) ≃ Fun(X×X,V) is weakly bitensored over Fun(X×X,V) from the left
and Fun(X×X,V) from the right, where the weak right action is the diagonal action. The next lemma
identifies this weak biaction:
Lemma 6.3. Let X be a space and V an ∞-operad.
The weak biaction on Fun(X×X,V) from above is induced by the canonical ∞-operad structure on
Fun(X ×X,V).
Proof. First note that we have a canonical equivalence
BMX ×BM BM
rev
X ≃ BM ×Ass AssX
classified by the equivalence that sends a functor φ ∶ [n]→ [1] to the equivalence
Fun(φ−1(0),X) ×Fun(φ−1(1),X) ≃ Fun(φ−1(0)∐φ−1(1),X) ≃ Fun([n],X)).
This equivalence yields for any BM-operad O→ BM a natural equivalence
AlgO/BM(Quiv
BM
X (Quiv
BM
X (BM ×Ass V
rev)rev)) ≃ AlgO×BMBMX/BM(Quiv
BM
X (BM ×Ass V
rev)rev)
≃ AlgO×BMBMX×BMBMrevX /BM(BM ×Ass V) ≃ AlgO×BMBM×AssAssX/BM(BM ×Ass V)
≃ AlgO/BM(BM ×Ass QuivX(V))
representing an equivalence
QuivBMX (Quiv
BM
X (BM ×Ass V
rev)rev) ≃ BM ×Ass QuivX(V).

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Let X be a space and M an ∞-category weakly bitensored over (V,W). For any A ∈ Alg(W) we
have a canonical equivalence
Fun(X,RModA(M)) ≃ RModA(Fun(X,M))
over Fun(X,M) as the weak right action of W on Fun(X,M) is the diagonal weak action. But
Fun(X,RModA(M)), RModA(Fun(X,M)) carry canonical weak left actions over Fun(X×X,V), which
are identified by the next lemma:
Lemma 6.4. Let X be a space and M an ∞-category weakly bitensored over (V,W).
For any A ∈ Alg(W) the canonical equivalence
Fun(X,RModA(M)) ≃ RModA(Fun(X,M))
over Fun(X,M) refines to a Fun(X ×X,V)-linear equivalence.
More coherently, there is a canonical equivalence
ψ ∶ RModLM((LM ×RM) ×BM Quiv
BM
X (M)) ≃ Quiv
LM
X (RMod
LM((LM ×RM) ×BM M))
over Alg(W) and
LM ×BM Quiv
BM
X (M) ≃ Quiv
LM
X (LM ×BM M)
that induces on underlying ∞-categories the canonical equivalence
(18) RMod(Fun(X,M)) ≃ Fun(X,RMod(M)).
Proof. Via the enveloping closed BM-monoidal∞-category we can reduce to the case that M is a BM-
monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits. Let M′ → B̃M the B̃M-monoidal ∞-category
corresponding to M. We will construct a map
ψ′ ∶ RModL̃M((L̃M × R̃M) ×B̃M Quiv
B̃M
X (M
′))→ QuivL̃MX (RMod
L̃M((L̃M × R̃M) ×B̃M M
′))
of cocartesian fibrations over L̃M that restricts on Ãss to the identity, induces on underlying ∞-
categories the equivalence 18, and restricts to an equivalence ψ with the desired properties.
For any L̃M-operad O we have a canonical equivalence
Alg
O/L̃M(RMod
L̃M((L̃M × R̃M) ×B̃M M
′)) ≃ Alg
O×R̃M/L̃M×R̃M((L̃M × R̃M) ×B̃M M
′).
So we have canonical equivalences
Alg
O/L̃M(RMod
L̃M((L̃M× R̃M)×B̃MQuiv
B̃M
X (M
′))) ≃ Alg
O×R̃M/L̃M×R̃M(L̃M× R̃M)×B̃MQuiv
B̃M
X (M
′))
≃ Alg(O×R̃M)×(L̃M×R̃M)(L̃M×R̃M)×B̃MB̃MX/L̃M×R̃M
((L̃M × R̃M) ×B̃M M
′),
Alg
O/L̃M(Quiv
L̃M
X (RMod
L̃M((L̃M×R̃M)×B̃MM
′))) ≃ Alg
O×L̃ML̃MX/L̃M
(RModL̃M((L̃M×R̃M)×B̃MM
′))
≃ Alg(O×R̃M)×(L̃M×R̃M)L̃MX×R̃M/L̃M×R̃M
((L̃M × R̃M) ×B̃M M
′).
The functor ψ′ is induced by the map
L̃MX × R̃M → (L̃M × R̃M) ×B̃M B̃MX
of left fibrations over L̃M × R̃M classifying the natural transformation of functors L̃M × R̃M → S that
sends ([n], i), ([m], j) to the identity of Fun([n],X) respectively the map Fun([n],X) → Fun([−1],X)
depending if i = 0 or 1.

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Let X be a space and V an∞-operad. Combining Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 for any C ∈ Alg(Fun(X×X,V))
there is a canonical equivalence
Fun(X,RModC(Fun(X,V))) ≃ RModC(Fun(X ×X,V))
over Fun(X,Fun(X,V)) ≃ Fun(X×X,V) of ∞-categories with left Fun(X×X,V)-action that yields for
any B ∈ Alg(Fun(X ×X,V)) an equivalence
LModB(Fun(X,RModC(Fun(X,V)))) ≃ LModB(RModC(Fun(X×X,V))) ≃ BModB,C(Fun(X×X,V)).
over LModB(Fun(X ×X,V)).
Let X be a small space, V a monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits and M an ∞-
category left tensored over V compatible with small colimits.
Denote Ψ the composition
LinFunLV(RModC(Fun(X,V)),M) → LinFun
L
Fun(X×X,V)(Fun(X,RModC(Fun(X,V))),Fun(X,M))
→ FunL(LModC(Fun(X,RModC(Fun(X,V)))),LModC(Fun(X,M)))→ LModC(Fun(X,M)),
where the last functor evaluates at
C ∈ BModC,C(Fun(X ×X,V)) ≃ LModC(Fun(X,RModC(Fun(X,V)))).
The functor Ψ is natural in M ∈ LModV(Cat
cc
∞) and for M = RModC(Fun(X,V)) the functor Ψ
sends the identity of M to
C ∈ BModC,C(Fun(X ×X,V)) ≃ LModC(Fun(X,RModC(Fun(X,V)))).
Denote φ ∶ Fun(X,V) → RModC(Fun(X,V)) the free functor. The functor Ψ fits into a commutative
square
(19) LinFunLV(RModC(Fun(X,V)),M)
φ∗

Ψ
// LModC(Fun(X,M))
ν

LinFunLV(Fun(X,V),M)
≃
// Fun(X,M),
where ν denotes the forgetful functor.
Next we show that Ψ is an equivalence proving theorem 6.1:
Theorem 6.1. Denote
φ ∶ Fun(X,V) ⇄ RModC(Fun(X,V)) ∶ γ
the free-forgetful adjunction. The right adjoint γ is V-linear and makes the left adjoint φ canonically
V-linear as the composition γ ○ φ ≃ (−)⊗ C is V-linear.
So this adjunction yields an adjunction
γ∗ ∶ Fun(X,M) ≃ LinFunLV(Fun(X,V),M) ⇄ LinFun
L
V(RModC(Fun(X,V)),M) ∶ φ
∗.
By the commutativity of square 19 it will be enough to prove the following two conditions:
(1) The left vertical functor φ∗ in the square is monadic.
(2) For any functor H ∶ X→M the canonical map
θ ∶ C⊗H→ C⊗ φ∗(γ∗(H)) ≃ C⊗ ν(Ψ(γ∗(H)))→ ν(Ψ(γ∗(H)))
in Fun(X,M) is an equivalence.
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We start with the first condition: The right adjoint φ∗ is conservative as RModC(Fun(X,V)) is
generated by the free right C-modules under geometric realizations. Moreover φ∗ preserves small
colimits as by Lemma 9.6 small colimits exist in ∞-categories of V-linear functors and are formed
objectwise.
To check condition 2. it is enough to prove the case M = Fun(X,V) and H ∶ X → Fun(X,V)
corresponding to the identity or equivalently H adjoint to the tensorunit E ∶ X×X→ V of Fun(X×X,V)
as both vertical adjunctions in the commtative square are natural inM with respect to V-linear functors
preserving small colimits. In this case the left Fun(X × X,V)-action on Fun(X,M) ≃ Fun(X × X,V)
arises from the canonical monoidal structure on Fun(X ×X,V).
The unit E→ φ∗(γ∗(E)) is the map
E ≃ ((−)⊗E) ○E→ ((−)⊗ C) ○E
induced by the unit E → C, where (−)⊗ C, (−)⊗ E ≃ id ∶ Fun(X,V) → Fun(X,V) are induced by the
canonical right Fun(X ×X,V)-action on Fun(X,V).
The canonical right Fun(X×X,V)-action on Fun(X,V) is compatible with the diagonal left V-action.
The diagonal left V-action on Fun(X,V) induces a left Fun(X ×X,V)-action on Fun(X,Fun(X,V)) ≃
Fun(X×X,V) compatible with the diagonal right Fun(X×X,V)-action. By Lemma 6.3 this biaction is
induced from the canonical monoidal structure on Fun(X ×X,V). Consequently for any B ∈ Fun(X ×
X,V) the induced functor
Fun(X, (−)⊗B) ∶ Fun(X,Fun(X,V)) → Fun(X,Fun(X,V))
is canonically equivalent to the functor (−) ⊗ B ∶ Fun(X × X,V) → Fun(X × X,V) induced by the
canonical monoidal structure on Fun(X ×X,V). Hence the unit E→ φ∗(γ∗(E)) is the unit E→ C.
By definition the left C-module structure on ν(Ψ(γ∗(H))) ∶ X →M is the left C-module structure
on C coming from the associative algebra structure. Therefore the map
C⊗ ν(Ψ(γ∗(H)))→ ν(Ψ(γ∗(H)))
is the multiplication C⊗ C→ C.

By the next proposition the V-enriched Yoneda-embedding C → χ(PV(C)) is in fact a V-enriched
embedding:
Proposition 6.5. Let V be a presentable monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits. The
V-enriched Yoneda-embedding C → χ(PV(C)) is a V-enriched embedding.
Proof. The associative algebra structure on C in Fun(X×X,V) gives rise to a (C,C)-bimodule structure
on C corresponding to a left C-module structure on the free right C-module C′ on the tensorunit of
Fun(X ×X,V) with respect to the canonical left action of Fun(X ×X,V) on RModC(Fun(X ×X,V)).
We have a canonical equivalence
(20) RModC(Fun(X ×X,V)) ≃ Fun(X,RModC(Fun(X,V))),
under which C′ corresponds to the composition
ι ∶ X ⊂ Fun(X,S)
1⊗(−)
ÐÐÐ→ Fun(X,V)
free
ÐÐ→ RModC(Fun(X,V)) = PV(C).
By Lemma 6.4 the equivalence 20 identifies the canonical left Fun(X × X,V)-actions. By definition
of Ψ the canonical left action of C on C′ corresponds to that left action of C on ι, which corresponds
to the V-enriched Yoneda-embedding C → χ(PV(C)). By the description of endomorphism objects of
Proposition 4.7 to see that the V-enriched Yoneda-embedding is an embedding, we need to check that
the left action of C on ι exhibits C as the endomorphism object of ι. This follows via equivalence 20: By
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Lemma 6.6 the canonical left action of C on C′ exhibits C ∈ Alg(Fun(X ×X,V)) as the endomorphism
algebra of C′ ∈ RModC(Fun(X ×X,V)). 
For completeness we add the following well-known lemma:
Lemma 6.6. Let V be a monoidal ∞-category and A an associative algebra in V.
The associative algebra A in V gives rise to a (A,A)-bimodule structure on A corresponding to
a left A-module structure on the free right A-module A′ on the tensorunit of V with respect to the
canonical left V-action on RModA(V).
This left A-module structure on A′ exhibits A as the endomorphism algebra of A′ ∈ RModA(V).
Proof. We may assume that V is a presentable monoidal ∞-category compatible with small colimits
by embedding V into its ∞-category of presheaves with Day-convolution. As V is presentable, the left
V-action on RModA(V) is closed. Thus A′ admits an endomorphism object MorRModA(V)(A
′,A′) ∈ V
with respect to the left V-action on RModA(V). By its universal property the canonical left A-module
structure on A′ corresponds to a map of associative algebras A → MorRModA(V)(A
′,A′) in V, which
we want to see as an equivalence. For any X ∈ V the induced map
V(X,A) → V(X,MorRModA(V)(A
′,A′)) ≃ RModA(V)(X⊗A′,A′)
is a section of the map
ξ ∶ RModA(V)(X⊗A′,A′) → V(X⊗A,A) → V(X,A)
that forgets and composes with the morphism θ ∶ X ≃ X ⊗ 1 → X ⊗ A. But ξ is an equivalence as θ
exhibits X⊗A′ as the free right A-module on X as the composition X⊗A
θ⊗A
ÐÐ→ X⊗A⊗A→ X⊗A is
the identity.

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7. The equivalence
In section 4 we constructed a functor
Θ ∶ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod→ ωPreCat∞
over S ×Op∞ sending an ∞-category M weakly left tensored over an ∞-operad V equipped with a
map ϕ ∶ X→M≃ to the endomorphism algebra
MorFun(X,M′)(ϕ,ϕ) ∈ Alg(Fun(X ×X,V
′)) ≃ (ωPreCatV∞)X.
Moreover we restricted the functor Θ to functors
Θ ∶ ωLModfl → ωPreCat∞, χ ∶ ωLMod → ωPreCat∞.
Now we come to our main goal: we prove that the functor Θ ∶ ωLModfl → ωPreCat∞ is an equivalence
that restricts to a fully faithful functor χ with essential image the weakly enriched∞-categories, which
we define in the following: For an∞-precategory C weakly enriched in an∞-operad V with small space
of objects X denote
L(C) ⊂ PV′(C)
the essential image of the functor
X ⊂ Fun(X,S)
1⊗(−)
ÐÐÐ→ Fun(X,V′)
free
ÐÐ→ PV′(C)
endowed with the restricted weak left action over V. Denote ι ∶ X→ L(C)≃ the induced map.
The following definition is non-standart but equivalent to the usual definition due to [5] 7.2.:
Definition 7.1. Let C be an ∞-precategory (weakly) enriched in an ∞-operad V with small space of
objects X.
We call C an ∞-category (weakly) enriched in V if ι ∶ X→ L(C)≃ is an equivalence.
We may think of L(C)≃ as the genuine space of objects of C and as ι as the comparison map between
the space of objects and the genuine space of objects.
One may interprete definition 7.1 the following way:
Remark 7.2. Let C be an ∞-precategory weakly enriched in an ∞-operad V with small space of
objects X.
We say that two points in the space of objects X are equivalent in C if their images under ι are
equivalent in L(C). For any Z ∈ X let’s write MorC(Z,Z) ∈ V′ for the V′-enriched endomorphism algebra
of Z provided by C.
Note that the functor V′(1V′ ,−) ∶ V′ → S is lax monoidal and so sends associative algebras in V′ to
associative monoids in S giving rise to grouplike monoids of units.
The map ι ∶ X→ L(C)≃ is an equivalence if and only if the following two conditions hold:
● Two points in X are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent in C.
● The V′-enriched endomorphism algebra MorC(Z,Z) ∈ V′ of any Z ∈ X has monoid of units the
loop space of Z in X.
The V′-enriched Yoneda-embedding C→ χ(PV′(C)) induces a V′-enriched embedding C → χ(L(C))
lying over the map ι corresponding to an equivalence
C ≃ ι∗(χ(L(C))) ≃ Θ(L(C), ι)
of ∞-precategories weakly enriched in V. So the functor Θ ∶ ωLModfl → ωPreCat∞ is essentially
surjective. Especially an ∞-precategory C weakly enriched in an ∞-operad V is an∞-category weakly
enriched in V if and only if the V′-enriched embedding C → χ(L(C)) is an equivalence.
We seek to prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 7.3. The functor
Θ ∶ ωLModfl → ωPreCat∞
is an equivalence and restricts to an equivalence
χ ∶ ωLMod→ ωCat∞.
The next Lemma 7.4 reduces Theorem 7.3 to show that for any ∞-operad V the induced functor
ΘV ∶ (ωLModfl)V → ωPreCat
V
∞
is an equivalence and restricts to an equivalence
χV ∶ ωLModV → ωCat
V
∞.
Lemma 7.4. The functor
Θ ∶ ωLModfl → ωPreCat∞
preserves cartesian morphisms over S ×Op∞.
Proof. The functor Fun([1],S) → Fun({0},S) × Fun({1},S) is a map of cartesian fibrations over
Fun({0},S). So the functor
Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod→ Fun({0},S)
is a cartesian fibration. By Corollary 2.23 the forgetful functor ωLMod → Op∞ × Cat∞ is a map of
cartesian fibrations over Op∞ so that the composition ωLMod → Op∞ × Cat∞ → Op∞ × S is, too.
So the functor
Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod→ Op∞
is a cartesian fibration. Hence the functor
σ ∶ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod→ Fun({0},S)×Op∞
is a cartesian fibration. By Lemma 7.5 the full subcategory ωLModfl ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
is a colocalization relative to S×Op∞. So the restriction ωLModfl → S×Op∞ is a cartesian fibration,
whose cartesian morphisms are the composites of a colocal equivalence followed by a σ-cartesian
morphism.
The functor P̂reCat∞ → S × Ôp∞ is a map of cartesian fibrations over S and so also its pullback
ωPreCat∞ = Op∞×Ôp∞ P̂reCat∞ → S×Op∞ is a map of cartesian fibrations over S, where the pullback
is taken along the functor θ ∶ Op∞ → Ôp∞ sending an ∞-operad to its enveloping closed monoidal
∞-category.
The functor θ factors through the subcategory Ôp
L
∞ ⊂ Ôp∞ with the same objects but with mor-
phisms the maps of ∞-operads that admit a right adjoint relative to Ass. The canonical functor
P̂reCat∞ → Ôp∞ is a cocartesian fibration and so also its pullback ρ ∶ Ôp
L
∞×Ôp∞ P̂reCat∞ → Ôp
L
. But
ρ is also a locally cartesian fibration and so a bicartesian fibration. Thus also its pullback ωPreCat∞ =
Op∞ ×Ôp∞ P̂reCat∞ → Op∞ is a bicartesian fibration and so the functor ωPreCat∞ → S ×Op∞ is a
cartesian fibration.
As next we show that the functor Θ ∶ Fun([1],S) ×S ωLMod → ωPreCat∞ is a map of cartesian
fibrations over S ×Op∞. For this it is enough to check that the composition
κ ∶ Fun([1],S) ×S ωLMod
Θ
Ð→ ωPreCat∞ → ωQuiv
is a map of cartesian fibrations over S×Op∞ as the forgetful functor ωPreCat∞ → ωQuiv is a map of
cartesian fibrations over S×Op∞ that reflects cartesian morphisms (as it induces fiberwise conservative
functors). But κ is a map of cartesian fibrations over S ×Op∞ by the description of endomorphism
objects used in the definition of Θ.
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By Lemma 7.5 the functor Θ inverts the colocal equivalences of the colocalization ωLModfl ⊂
Fun([1],S) ×S ωLMod. So by the description of cartesian morphisms of the cartesian fibration
ωLModfl → S ×Op∞ also the functor
Θ ∶ ωLModfl ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×S ωLMod
Θ
Ð→ ωPreCat∞
is a map of cartesian fibrations over S ×Op∞.

For Lemma 7.4 we used the following lemma:
Lemma 7.5. The full subcategory
ωLModfl ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod
is coreflexive, where a morphism (M, ϕ) → (N, ψ) is a colocal equivalence if the functor M→ N induces
equivalences on morphism objects between objects in the essential image of ϕ.
A morphism in Fun([1],S)×Fun({1},S)ωLMod is a colocal equivalence if and only if its image under
the functor Θ ∶ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod→ ωPreCat∞ is an equivalence.
Proof. Given an ∞-category with weak left action M→ V and a map ϕ ∶ X→M≃ denote M∣ϕ ⊂M the
full subcategory with weak left V-action spanned by the essential image of ϕ. Then we have a canonical
map (M∣ϕ, ϕ) → (M, ϕ) in Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod (inducing the identity under evaluation at
the source) that yields for any ∞-category with weak left action N → W and map ρ ∶ Y → N≃ an
equivalence
(Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod)((N, ρ), (M∣ϕ, ϕ)) ≃ (Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod)((N, ρ), (M, ϕ))
provided that ρ ∶ Y → N≃ is essentially surjective.

To see that ΘV, χV are fully faithful, we use the following theorem:
Theorem 7.6. Let C be an ∞-precategory weakly enriched in an ∞-operad V with small space of
objects X.
The canonical embedding
L(C) ⊂ PV′(C)
exhibits PV′(C) as the enveloping ∞-category with closed left V′-action.
Proof. Denote L(C)′ the enveloping ∞-category with closed left action over V′ associated to L(C).
We want to see that the unique V′-linear left adjoint extension L(C)′ → PV′(C) of the embedding
L(C) ⊂ PV′(C) is an equivalence.
Let M,N be ∞-categories with left V′-action compatible with small colimits, τ ∶ Y → M≃ a map
and θ ∶M→ N a left adjoint V′-linear functor. By Theorem 6.1 the induced functor
Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,M) LinFun
L
V′(PV′(C),M)→ Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,N) LinFun
L
V′(PV′(C),N)
is equivalent to the functor
Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,M) Fun
V(C, χ(M))→ Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,N) Fun
V(C, χ(N))
that is canonically equivalent to the functor
FunV
′
(C, χ(M, τ)) → FunV
′
(C, χ(N, θ ○ τ))
that is an equivalence if the V′-enriched functor χ(M, τ)→ χ(N, θ ○ τ) is an equivalence.
Denote M∣τ ⊂M,N∣θ○τ ⊂ N the full subcategories with weak left V-action spanned by the essential
images of τ respectively θ ○ τ. The V′-linear functor θ ∶ M → N restricts to a lax V-linear functor
M∣τ → N∣θ○τ that is essentially surjective.
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The induced functor
Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,M) LinFun
L
V′(L(C)
′,M)→ Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,N) LinFun
L
V′(L(C)
′,N)
is canonically equivalent to the functor
Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,M∣τ) LaxLinFunV(L(C),M∣τ )→ Fun(X,Y) ×Fun(X,N∣θ○τ ) LaxLinFunV(L(C),N∣θ○τ)
that is an equivalence if θ ∶M → N induces equivalences on morphism objects between objects in the
essential image of τ.We apply this first to θ the canonical V′-linear functor L(C)′ → PV′(C) and τ the
map X→ L(C)≃ ⊂ L(C)′≃ using that the V′-enriched functor
χ(L(C)′, τ) ≃ C → χ(PV′(C), θ ○ τ) ≃ C
is the identity. So we get a V′-linear left adjoint functor α ∶ PV′(C)→ L(C)′ such that the composition
PV′(C)
α
Ð→ L(C)′ → PV′(C)
is the identity and the composition
X→ PV′(C)≃
α≃
Ð→ L(C)′≃
is the canonical map X → L(C)≃ ⊂ L(C)′≃. Hence the composition L(C) ⊂ PV′(C)
α
Ð→ L(C)′ factors
as L(C)
ρ
Ð→ L(C) ⊂ L(C)′ for some lax V-linear functor ρ. So the embedding L(C) ⊂ PV′(C) factors
as L(C)
ρ
Ð→ L(C) ⊂ PV′(C). Thus α induces equivalences on morphism objects between objects in the
essential image of the map X→ PV′(C)≃.
Taking θ to be α ∶ PV′(C)→ L(C)′ and τ to be the map X→ PV′(C)≃ we get a V′-linear left adjoint
functor β ∶ L(C)′ → PV′(C) such that the composition
L(C)′
β
Ð→ PV′(C)
α
Ð→ L(C)′
is the identity.

Theorems 6.1 and 7.6 give the following theorem:
Theorem 7.7. Let V be an ∞-operad, C an ∞-precategory weakly enriched in V with small space of
objects X and M an ∞-category weakly left tensored over V.
There is a canonical equivalence
LaxLinFunV(L(C),M) ≃ Fun
V(C, χ(M))
over Fun(X,M) that induces on maximal subspaces the map
ωLModV(L(C),M) ≃ ωPreCat
V
∞(C, χ(M))
over S(X,M≃) given by composition with the V-enriched embedding C → χ(L(C)).
For any essentially surjective map τ ∶ Y →M≃ the map
(ωLModfl)V((L(C), ι), (M, τ)) → ωPreCat
V
∞(C,Θ(M, τ))
over S(X,Y) given by composition with the canonical equivalence C ≃ Θ(L(C), ι) is an equivalence.
Proof. By Theorem 6.1 there is a canonical equivalence
LinFunLV′(PV′(C),N
′) ≃ FunV
′
(C, χ(N′))
over LinFunLV′(Fun(X,V
′),N′) ≃ Fun(X,N′). By Theorem 7.6 the canonical functor
LinFunLV′(PV′(C),N
′)→ LaxLinFunV(L(C),N′)
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over Fun(X,N′) is an equivalence. So we get a canonical equivalence
LaxLinFunV(L(C),N′) ≃ Fun
V
′
(C, χ(N′))
over Fun(X,N′), whose pullback to Fun(X,N) ⊂ Fun(X,N′) is an equivalence
ρ ∶ LaxLinFunV(L(C),N) ≃ Fun
V(C, χ(N))
over Fun(X,N) that for N = L(C) sends the identity to the V-enriched embedding C → χ(L(C)).
So by naturality shown in Theorem 5.3 and the Yoneda-lemma the equivalence ρ induces on maximal
subspaces the map
ωLModV(L(C),N) ≃ ωPreCat
V
∞(C, χ(N))
over S(X,N≃) given by composition with the V-enriched embedding C → χ(L(C)).
The canonical map (ωLModfl)V((L(C), ι), (M, τ)) → ωPreCat
V
∞(C,Θ(M, τ)) over S(X,Y) factors
as the pullback
(ωLModfl)V((L(C), ι), (M, τ)) ≃ S(X,Y) ×S(X,M≃) ωLModV(L(C),M)
≃ S(X,Y) ×S(X,M≃) ωPreCat
V
∞(C, χ(M)) ≃ ωPreCat
V
∞(C,Θ(M, τ)),
where the equivalence in the middle is shown in the first part.

Theorem 7.3. By Lemma 7.4 it is enough to check that for any ∞-operad V the induced functor
ΘV ∶ (ωLModfl)V → ωPreCat
V
∞
is an equivalence and restricts to an equivalence
χV ∶ ωLModV → ωCat
V
∞.
By Theorem 7.7 the functor ΘV admits a left adjoint that sends a V
′-precategory C to (L(C), τ)
such that the unit C → Θ(L(C), τ) is the canonical equivalence. By Lemma 7.5 the functor ΘV is
conservative and so an equivalence by the triangular identities. By definition 7.1 a V′-precategory C
is a V′-category if and only if (L(C), τ) belongs to ωLMod, i.e. τ ∶ C → χ(L(C)) is an equivalence.

In the following we discuss some corollaries of Theorem 7.3:
Proposition 7.8. Under the equivalence
ωLMod ≃ ωCat∞
of Theorem 7.3 the ∞-categories with closed weak left action over some ∞-operad V correspond to
the V-enriched ∞-categories and the ∞-categories pseudo-enriched in some monoidal ∞-category V
correspond to the ∞-categories enriched in P(V) ⊂ V′.
Proof. Let V be a monoidal∞-category. The lax monoidal embedding V ⊂ Env(V) admits a monoidal
left adjoint L (a left adjoint relative to Ass) so that the embedding P(V) ⊂ V′ = P(Env(V)) coincides
with L∗.

Corollary 7.9. The embedding
ωCat∞ ⊂ ωPreCat∞
admits a left adjoint that restricts to a localization between the full subcategories of enriched ∞-
categories and enriched ∞-precategories.
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A V-enriched functor C → D for some ∞-operad V and V-category D is a local equivalence if
and only if it induces an essentially surjective map on spaces of objects and induces equivalences on
morphism objects.
More concretely, the composition
ωPreCat∞ ≃ ωLModfl → ωLMod ≃ ωCat∞, C↦ χ(L(C))
is left adjoint to the embedding ωCat∞ ⊂ ωPreCat∞.
Proof. The diagonal embedding S ⊂ Fun([1],S) is right adjoint to evaluation at the target relative
to S. Thus the embedding ωLMod ⊂ Fun([1],S) ×Fun({1},S) ωLMod and so the embedding ωLMod ⊂
ωLModfl is right adjoint to the canonical projection (relative to ωLMod). We conclude by invoking
the equivalence Θ ∶ ωLModfl ≃ ωPreCat∞ that restricts to the equivalence χ ∶ ωLMod ≃ ωCat∞.
Let V be an ∞-operad. If C is a V-precategory, then the V′-category χ(L(C)) is a V-category as
the canonical morphism C → χ(L(C)) induces an essentially surjective map on spaces of objects and
induces equivalences on morphism objects. A V-enriched functor C → D is a local equivalence if and
only if L(C)→ L(D) is an equivalence. 
An (∞,2)-categorical equivalence 7.10. Let V be an ∞-operad. In the following (Proposition
7.11) we will enhance the equivalence of ∞-categories
χ ∶ ωLModV ≃ ωCat
V
∞
of Theorem 7.3 to a Cat∞-linear equivalence (an equivalence of (∞,2)-categories), where the left
action of Cat∞ on ωLModV sends an ∞-category K and an ∞-category M
⊛ → V⊗ weakly left tensored
over V to the ∞-category K ×M⊛ → V⊗ weakly left tensored over V, and the left action of Cat∞ on
ωCatV∞ = Cat
V
′
∞ sends an ∞-category K and a V
′-category C to the image under the functor
⊗ ∶ CatS∞ × Cat
V
′
∞ → Cat
S×V′
∞ → Cat
V
′
∞
using that V′ is canonically left tensored over S. So given an ∞-category K and ∞-categories M,N
weakly left tensored over V we have a canonical equivalence
ωCat
V
∞(K⊗ χ(M), χ(N)) ≃ LaxLinFunV(K ×M,N)
≃
≃ Fun(K,LaxLinFunV(M,N))≃.
So the left action of Cat∞ on ωCat
V
∞ is closed with morphism ∞-category of two weakly V-enriched
∞-categories C,D the ∞-category LaxLinFunV(L(C),L(D)) ≃ Fun
V(C,D). Especially the full subcat-
egory CatV∞ of ωCat
V
∞ is enriched in Cat∞ with the same morphism ∞-categories.
Theorem 7.11. Let V be an ∞-operad. The equivalence
ωLModV ≃ ωCat
V
∞
of Theorem 7.3 is Cat∞-linear.
Proof. We use that an ∞-category with finite products carries a unique structure of a cartesian
symmetric monoidal ∞-category and a finite products preserving functor yields a unique symmetric
monoidal functor on cartesian structures. The ∞-category ωLMod ≃ ωCat∞ admits finite products
preserved by the forgetful functor ψ ∶ ωCat∞ → Op∞, where the product of an ∞-category C weakly
enriched in V and an∞-categoryD weakly enriched inW is the image under the functor CatV
′
∞×Cat
W
′
∞ →
Cat
V
′×W′
∞ → Cat
(V×W)′
∞ induced by the canonical lax monoidal functor
V
′ ×W′ → P(Env(V) ×Env(W)) → P(Env(V ×W)) = (V ×W)′.
So the cocartesian fibration ψ uniquely promotes to a symmetric monoidal functor ωLMod× → Op×∞
on cartesian structures that is a locally cocartesian fibration. The ∞-operad V is canonically a left
module over Ass, the final ∞-operad, encoded by a map of ∞-operads LM → Op×∞. So taking the
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pullback we get a locally cocartesian fibration of symmetric ∞-operads θ ∶ LM ×Op×
∞
ωLMod× → LM
that is cocartesian fibration as its locally cocartesian morphisms are closed under composition.
Thus θ encodes a left action of ωLModAss on ωLModV that sends an ∞-category B → Ass weakly
left tensored over Ass and an ∞-category M → V weakly left tensored over V to the ∞-category
B×AssM→ V weakly left tensored over V. Restricting along the finite products preserving embedding
Cat∞ ≃ {Ass}×Mon(Cat∞) LMod ⊂ {Ass}×Op∞ ωLMod, K↦ K×Ass → Ass we get a left action of Cat∞
on ωLModV that sends an ∞-category K and an ∞-category M → V weakly left tensored over V to
the ∞-category K ×M→ V weakly left tensored over V. The canonical equivalence
LM ×Op×
∞
ωLMod× ≃ LM ×Op×
∞
ωCat×∞
over LM exhibits the equivalence
ωLModV ≃ ωCat
V
∞
as {Ass} ×Op∞ ωLMod ≃ Cat
P(Env(Ass))
∞ -linear. The equivalence
{Ass} ×Op∞ ωLMod ≃ Cat
P(Env(Ass))
∞
restricts to the canonical equivalence {Ass} ×Mon(Cat∞) LMod ≃ Cat∞ ≃ Cat
S
∞. So restricting along the
finite products preserving embedding {Ass} ×Mon(Cat∞) LMod ⊂ {Ass} ×Op∞ ωLMod the equivalence
ωLModV ≃ ωCat
V
∞
is Cat∞-linear. The left action of Cat∞ on ωCat
V
∞ sends an ∞-category K and a V-category C to the
image under the functor
Cat
S
∞ × Cat
V
′
∞ → Cat
S×V′
∞ → Cat
V
′
∞ .

Let V be an ∞-operad and C an ∞-precategory weakly enriched in V with space of objects X.
Set
PV(C) ∶= RModC(Fun(X,V)),
where we take right modules with respect to the restricted weak biaction on Fun(X,V) over V′ from
the left and Fun(X ×X,V′) from the right.
Corollary 7.12. Let V be an ∞-operad and C an ∞-category weakly enriched in V.
The following ∞-categories are canonically equivalent:
● PV(C)
● FunV
rev
(Cop, χ(Vrev))
● LaxLinFunVrev(L(Cop),Vrev)
● The ∞-category of morphisms from Cop → χ(Vrev) in CatV
′rev
∞ .
Proof. Denote X the space of objects of C. There is a canonical equivalence
PV(C) = RModC(Fun(X,V)) ≃ LModCop(Fun(X,Vrev)) =
FunV
rev
(Cop, χ(Vrev)) ≃ LaxLinFunVrev(L(Cop),Vrev).

Compatibility with the symmetric monoidal structure 7.13. Given a Ek-monoid V in Op∞
(for example a Ek-monoid in Mon(Cat∞) corresponding to a Ek+1-monoidal∞-category) for 0 ≤ k ≤∞
Gepner-Haugseng ([3] Proposition 4.3.10.) and Hinich ([5] Corollary 3.5.3.) construct a Ek-monoidal
structure on CatV∞. We construct a locally cocartesian fibration of symmetric ∞-operads with target
Ek, whose fiber over the unique color is ωLModV ≃ ωCat
V
∞, that restricts to the Ek-monoidal structure
on CatV∞.
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In the following we use that an ∞-category with finite products carries a unique structure of a
cartesian symmetric monoidal ∞-category and a finite products preserving functor yields a unique
symmetric monoidal functor on cartesian structures ([6] Corollary 2.4.1.9.). The forgetful functor
ρ ∶ ωLMod → S × Op∞ preserves finite products (in fact all small limits) and so promotes to a
symmetric monoidal functor ρ× ∶ ωLMod× → (S ×Op∞)
× on cartesian structures. The functor ρ is a
map of cocartesian fibrations over Op∞ so that ρ
× is a map of locally cocartesian fibrations over Op×∞.
Next we restrict the locally cocartesian fibration ωLMod× → Op×∞ to cocartesian fibrations (Lemma
7.14).
We write ωLModcl ⊂ ωLMod, PLMod ⊂ ωLMod for the full subcategories spanned by the ∞-
categories with closed weak left action respectively pseudo-enriched ∞-categories. Note that LMod ⊂
PLMod and that LMod,PLMod, ωLModcl are closed in ωLMod under finite products. Moreover the
cocartesian fibration ωLMod→ Op∞ restricts to cocartesian fibrations
ωLModcl → Op∞, PLMod→Mon(Cat∞).
We start with the following Lemma:
Lemma 7.14. The locally cocartesian fibration ωLMod× → Op×∞ restricts to cocartesian fibrations
(ωLModcl)× → Op×∞, PLMod
× →Mon(Cat∞)× with the same cocartesian morphisms.
Proof. We need to check that the cocartesian morphisms of the cocartesian fibrations
ωLModcl → Op∞, PLMod→Mon(Cat∞)
are closed under finite products.
A morphism f ∶M → N in ωLModcl is cocartesian over its image F ∶ V →W in Op∞ if and only if
for all A,B ∈M the induced morphism F(MorM(A,B)) →MorN(f(A), f(B)) in W is an equivalence.
Let f ∶M → N, f̃ ∶ M̃ → Ñ be morphisms in ωLModcl lying over morphisms F ∶ V→W, F̃ ∶ Ṽ→ W̃ in
Op∞ and let A,B ∈M,A
′,B′ ∈ M̃. Then the morphism f × f̃ ∶M × M̃→ N × Ñ lying over F × F̃ induces
the morphism
(F × F̃)(Mor
M×M̃((A,A
′), (B,B′)))→Mor
N×Ñ((f(A), f̃(A
′)), (f(B), f̃(B′)))
that is the morphism
(F(MorM(A,B))→MorN(f(A), f(B)), F̃(MorM̃(A
′,B′)) →Mor
Ñ
(̃f(A′), f̃(B′))).
A morphism f ∶ M → N in PLMod is cocartesian over its image F ∶ V → W in Mon(Cat∞) if and
only if for all A,B ∈M the induced morphism F∗(MulM(−,A;B)) →MulN(−, f(A); f(B)) in P(W) is
an equivalence.
Let f ∶M → N, f̃ ∶ M̃ → Ñ be morphisms in PLMod lying over morphisms F ∶ V →W, F̃ ∶ Ṽ → W̃ in
Op∞ and let A,B ∈M,A
′,B′ ∈ M̃. Then the morphism f × f̃ ∶M × M̃→ N × Ñ lying over F × F̃ induces
the morphism
(F × F̃)∗(MulM×M̃(−, (A,A
′); (B,B′))) →Mor
N×Ñ(−, (f(A), f̃(A
′)); (f(B), f̃(B′)))
that is the image of the morphism
(F∗(MulM(−,A;B))→MulN(−, f(A); f(B)), F̃∗(MulM̃(−,A
′;B′))→Mul
Ñ
(−, f̃(A′); f̃(B′)))
under the functor P(W) ×P(W̃)→ P(W × W̃).

Given a Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category V for 0 ≤ k ≤∞ the ∞-category
LModV = LModV(Cat∞)
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carries a canonical Ek-monoidal structure, the relative tensorproduct: The forgetful functor LMod =
LMod(Cat∞) →Mon(Cat∞) preserves finite products and so yields a symmetric monoidal functor
θ ∶ LMod× →Mon(Cat∞)×
on cartesian structures. As the θ-cocartesian morphisms are closed under finite products, the symmet-
ric monoidal functor θ is a cocartesian fibration, whose pullback along a map of symmetric∞-operads
Ek →Mon(Cat∞)× corresponding to V is the Ek-monoidal structure on LModV encoding the relative
tensorproduct.
Theorem 7.15. Let V be a Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category for 0 ≤ k ≤∞.
The subcategory inclusion
LModV ⊂ PLModV ≃ Cat
P(V)
∞
is lax Ek-monoidal.
Proof. The subcategory inclusion LMod ⊂ PLMod yields an inclusion LMod× ⊂ PLMod× of symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories over Mon(Cat∞)×.

Denote Catcc∞ ⊂ Ĉat∞ the ∞-category of ∞-categories with small colimits and small colimits
preserving functors. By [6] Proposition 4.8.1.3. the ∞-category Catcc∞ carries a closed symmetric
monoidal structure such that the subcategory inclusion Catcc∞ ⊂ Ĉat∞ is lax symmetric monoidal.
Given a Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category V compatible with small colimits for 0 ≤ k ≤ ∞ the lax sym-
metric monoidal subcategory inclusion Catcc∞ ⊂ Ĉat∞ yields a lax Ek-monoidal subcategory inclusion
LModV(Cat
cc
∞) ⊂ LModV(Ĉat∞).
Corollary 7.16. Let V be a presentably Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category for 0 ≤ k ≤∞.
The subcategory inclusion
LModV(Cat
cc
∞) ⊂ ωL̂Mod
cl
V ≃ Ĉat
V
∞
is lax Ek-monoidal.
Corollary 7.17. Let V be a presentably Ek+1-monoidal ∞-category for 0 ≤ k ≤∞.
Then V carries a canonical structure of an Ek-algebra in Ĉat
V
∞, i.e. is a Ek-monoidal V-category.
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8. Generalized Day-convolution
In this section we construct a Day-convolution for generalized O-operads, where O → Ass is
a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms. Our Day-convolution specializes to the
Day-convolution for generalized non-symmetric ∞-operads constructed by Haugseng ([4]) and non-
symmetric ∞-operads constructed by Lurie ([6] Theorem 2.2.6.22.).
More precisely, we show that for any generalized O-monoidal∞-category C → O the induced functor
(−) ×O C ∶ Op
O,gen
∞ → Op
O,gen
∞
admits a right adjoint, which by definition assigns the Day-convolution to a generalized O-operad.
To prove this we use the following strategy: Denote Catinert∞/O the∞-category of cocartesian fibrations
relative to the inert morphisms of O and functors overO preserving cocartesian lifts of inert morphisms.
We first show that for any cocartesian fibration C → O relative to the inert morphisms, which is a
flat functor, the induced functor
(−) ×O C ∶ Cat
inert
∞/O → Cat
inert
∞/O
admits a right adjoint FunO(C,−) ∶ Catinert∞/O → Cat
inert
∞/O (Corollary 8.6 following from Proposition 8.1). In
a second step (Theorem 8.7) we show that the functor FunO(C,−) ∶ Catinert∞/O → Cat
inert
∞/O sends generalized
O-operads to generalized O-operads, and sends O-operads to O-operads. In the third and last step
(Proposition 8.9 ) we we show that if C → O has small fibers, the functor FunO(C,−) ∶ Catinert∞/O → Cat
inert
∞/O
preserves O-monoidal∞-categories compatible with small colimits and O-monoidal functors preserving
small colimits between such.
Let S be an ∞-category and E ⊂ Fun([1],S) a full subcategory. Denote CatE∞/S ⊂ Cat∞/S the
subcategory with objects the cocartesian fibrations relative to E and with morphisms the functors
over S preserving cocartesian lifts of morphisms of E. Denote ρ ∶ E ⊂ Fun([1],S) → S the functor that
evaluates at the source.
We start with the following proposition:
Proposition 8.1. Let S,T be ∞-categories and E ⊂ Fun([1],S), δ ⊂ Fun([1],T) full subcategories such
that every equivalence of S belongs to E and every composition of composable arrows of E belongs to
E and the same for δ. Let C → T be a cocartesian fibration relative to δ and C → S a flat functor that
sends cocartesian lifts of morphisms of δ to E. This guarantees that the functor (−) ×S C ∶ Cat∞/S →
Cat∞/C → Cat∞/T induces a functor Cat
E
∞/S → Cat
δ
∞/T.
If evaluation at the source ρ ∶ E → S is flat, the functor (−) ×S C ∶ Cat
E
∞/S → Cat
δ
∞/T admits a right
adjoint.
Proof. As the functors ρ ∶ E → S and C → S are flat, the composition C′ ∶= E ×Fun({1},S) C → E
ρ
Ð→ S is
flat. So we have a canonical functor C′ = E ×Fun({1},S) C→ E ×C → S×T, whose projection to the first
factor is flat. Hence given a functor D → T we may form FunS×∗S×T(C
′,S ×D) and define FunS,E(C,D)
as the full subcategory of FunS×∗S×T(C
′,S ×D) spanned by the functors EX ×S C → D over T for some
X ∈ S that send morphisms of EX ×S C, whose image in C is a cocartesian lift of a morphism of δ, to
cocartesian lifts of a morphism of δ.
Evaluation at the source Fun([1],S) → S is a cartesian fibration, whose cartesian morphisms are
sent to equivalences under evaluation at the target. The restriction E ⊂ Fun([1],S) → S is still a
cartesian fibration relative to E, whose cartesian morphisms lying over E are sent to equivalences
under evaluation at the target. Hence the pullback C′ → E → S is a cartesian fibration relative to
E, whose cartesian lifts of morphisms of E get equivalences in C and so also in T. So the functor
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FunS×∗S×T(C
′,S ×D) → S is a cocartesian fibration relative to E that restricts to a cocartesian fibration
FunS,E,δ(C,D) → S relative to E with the same cocartesian morphisms.
We want to prove that for any cocartesian fibrations φ ∶ B → S,D → T relative to E respectively δ
there is a canonical equivalence
FunδT(B ×S C,D) ≃ Fun
E
S(B,Fun
S,E,δ(C,D)).
We first reduce to the case that B = S, i.e. that there is a canonical equivalence
(21) FunδT(C,D) ≃ Fun
E
S (S,Fun
S,E,δ(C,D)) ∶
Denote EB ⊂ Fun([1],B) the full subcategory spanned by the φ-cocartesian morphisms lying over
morphisms of E. There is a canonical equivalence EB ≃ B ×S E over B, where we view E,EB over S
respectively B via evaluation at the source. There is a canonical equivalence (B ×S C)′ ≃ B ×S C′ over
B, where we view C′, (B ×S C)′ over S respectively B via evaluation at the source. This equivalence
yields a canonical equivalence
B ×S Fun
S×∗
S×T(C
′,S ×D) ≃ FunB×∗B×T((B ×S C)
′,B ×D)
over B that restricts to an equivalence
(22) B ×S Fun
S,E,δ(C,D) ≃ FunB,EB,δ(B ×S C,D).
Note that there is a canonical equivalence FunES (B,Fun
S,E,δ(C,D)) ≃ FunEB
B
(B,B×SFun
S,E,δ(C,D)).
Thus via equivalence 22 the general case follows from equivalence 21, which we will prove in the fol-
lowing:
The diagonal embedding S ⊂ Fun([1],S) and so the diagonal embedding S ⊂ E admit a left adjoint
relative to S, where we now view E over S via evaluation at the target. This localization relative to S
gives rise to a localization C ⊂ C′ relative to C and so also T with left adjoint the projection C′ → C.
This localization gives rise to a localization
FunT(C,D) ⊂ FunT(C′,D).
Note that the following three conditions on a functor α ∶ C′ → D over T are equivalent, where
θ ∶ C′ → E→ S denotes evaluation at the source:
● α inverts local equivalences, i.e. those morphisms of C′, whose image in C is an equivalence.
● α inverts morphisms of C′ that are θ-cartesian lying over morphisms of E via θ, which are
exactly the morphsms of C′, whose image in C is an equivalence and whose image under θ
belongs to E.
● α inverts local equivalences with local target (whose image under θ has to belong to E).
Given a functor C′ →D over T corresponding to a functor C′ → S×D over S×T corresponding to a
section β of κ ∶ FunS×∗S×T(C
′,S ×D) → S the functor C′ →D over T satisfies the conditions above if and
only if the section β sends morphisms of E to κ-cocartesian morphisms.
In other words the full subcategories FunT(C,D) ⊂ FunT(C′,D) and
FunES (S,Fun
S×∗
S×T(C
′,S ×D)) ⊂ FunS(S,Fun
S×∗
S×T(C
′,S ×D)) ≃ FunS×T(C′,S ×D) ≃ FunT(C′,D)
coincide so that we obtain a canonical equivalence
FunT(C,D) ≃ Fun
E
S (S,Fun
S×∗
S×T(C
′,S ×D)).
This equivalence restricts to the desired equivalence
FunδT(C,D) ≃ Fun
E
S (S,Fun
S,E,δ(C,D))
for the following reason: Given a functor C →D over T corresponding to a section β of κ ∶ FunS×∗S×T(C
′,S×
D)→ S. Then β factors through FunS,E(C,D) if and only if for every X ∈ S the composition EX×SC →
C→D sends morphisms, whose image in C is a cocartesian lift of a morphism of δ, to cocartesian lifts
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of morphisms of δ. This is equivalent to the condition that the given functor C→D over T preserves
cocartesian lifts of morphisms of δ. 
Corollary 8.2. Let S,T be ∞-categories and E ⊂ Fun([1],S), δ ⊂ Fun([1],T) full subcategories such
that every equivalence of S belongs to E and every composition of composable arrows of E belongs to
E and the same for δ. Let T → S be a functor that sends δ to E and C → T a cocartesian fibration
relative to δ.
If the composition C→ T → S and evaluation at the source ρ ∶ E→ S are flat, the functor (−)×S C ≃
(−) ×S T ×T C ∶ Cat
E
∞/S → Cat
δ
∞/T admits a right adjoint, denoted by Fun
S,E
T,δ(C,−).
Remark 8.3. Let the assumptions be as in Corollary 8.2 and φ ∶ S′ → S a cocartesian fibration relative
to E. Set T′ ∶= S′ ×S T. Denote E
′
⊂ Fun([1],S′), δ′ ⊂ Fun([1],T′) the full subcategories spanned by
the cocartesian lifts of morphisms of E respectively δ.
Evaluation at the source induces equivalences E′ ≃ S′ ×S E over S
′ and δ′ ≃ T′ ×T δ over T
′ by
assumption on φ. Let D → T be a cocartesian fibration relative to δ. By Proposition 8.1 we have
functors FunS,E,δ(C,D) → S and FunS
′,E′,δ′(T′ ×T C,T′ ×T D) → S′. By their universal property we
have a canonical equivalence
FunS
′,E′,δ′(T′ ×T C,T′ ×T D) ≃ S′ ×S Fun
S,E,δ(C,D)
over S′.
Especially important for us is the case S = T,E = δ ∶
Corollary 8.4. Let S be an ∞-category and E ⊂ Fun([1],S) a full subcategory such that every equiv-
alence of S belongs to E and every composition of composable arrows of E belongs to E. Let C → S be
a cocartesian fibration relative to E.
If the funtors C → S and evaluation at the source ρ ∶ E→ S are flat, the functor (−)×S C ∶ Cat
E
∞/S →
Cat
E
∞/S admits a right adjoint, denoted by Fun
S,E(C,−).
Example 8.5. Let O → Ass be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms. Denote
E ⊂ Fun([1],O) the full subcategory spanned by the inert morphisms. Evaluation at the source E→ O
is a cartesian fibration:
Proof. The inert-active factorization system on Ass lifts to an inert-active factorization system on
O. Thus by [7] Lemma 5.2.8.19. E ⊂ Fun([1],O) is a colocalization relative to O (via evaluation at
the source). For any ∞-category B evaluation at the source Fun([1],B) → B is a cartesian fibration.
So evaluation at the source Fun([1],O) → O is a cartesian fibration and so also its colocalization
E ⊂ Fun([1],O)→ O relative to O. 
Corollary 8.6 and Example 8.5 give the following corollary:
Corollary 8.6. Let O → Ass be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms and C → O a
cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms, which is a flat functor.
The induced functor
(−) ×O C ∶ Cat
inert
∞/O → Cat
inert
∞/O
admits a right adjoint, which we abusively denote by FunO(C,−).
Let φ ∶ D → O be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms and Λgen
O
the collection
of functors defined before definition 2.10. We say that φ ∶ D → O satisfies the Segal condition if the
pullback K⊲ ×O C→ K
⊲ along any functor α ∈ Λgen
O
classifies a limit diagram K⊲ → Cat∞.
We continue with the following proposition:
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Theorem 8.7. Let O→ Ass, C→ O, D → O be cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms
such that C → O is a flat functor.
(1) If D → O satisfies the Segal condition, also FunO(C,D) does.
(2) If C → O is a cocartesian fibration and D → O is a generalized O-operad, then FunO(C,D) is
a generalized O-operad.
(3) If C → O is a cocartesian fibration and D→ O is a O-operad, then FunO(C,D) is a O-operad.
Remark 8.8. We expect that in 2. and 3. it is not neccessary to assume that C → O is a cocartesian
fibration. But we don’t know a proof of showing this with our methods.
Proof. Denote E ⊂ Fun([1],O) the full sucategory spanned by the inert morphisms.
1.: By definition for any X ∈ O we have a canonical equivalence
FunO(C,D)X ≃ Fun
cocart
EX
(EX ×O C,EX ×O D).
Moreover if X lies over [0] ∈ Ass we have FuncocartEX (EX ×O C,EX ×O D) ≃ Fun(CX,DX) so that
FunO(C,D)X is contractible if DX is. Let X lie over [n] ∈ Ass with n ≥ 2.
We want to see that the inert maps X→ Xi → Xi,j induce an equivalence
FuncocartEX (EX ×O C,EX ×O D) ≃ Fun
cocart
EX1
(EX1 ×O C,EX1 ×O D) ×Funcocart
EX1,2
(EX1,2×OC,EX1,2×OD)
...
... ×Funcocart
EXn−1,n
(EXn−1,n×OC,EXn−1,n×OD)
FuncocartEXn (EXn ×O C,EXn ×O D).
Denote E′X ⊂ EX the full subcategory spanned by the inert morphisms X→ Y in O with Y lying over
[0], [1] ∈ Ass. Note that a functor K⊲ → O of sending the cone point to X and sending any morphism
to an inert one canonically lifts to EX.
For any∞-category A with finite limits restriction Fun(EX,A) → Fun(E′X,A) admits a fully faithful
right adjoint with local objects the functors φ ∶ EX → A that send any canonical lift K
⊲ → EX of a
functor K⊲ → O of ΛO, sending the cone point to X, to a limit diagram. So for A = Cat∞ pullback
along E′X ⊂ EX gives an equivalence
FuncocartEX (EX ×O C,EX ×O D) ≃ Fun
cocart
E′
X
(E′X ×O C,E
′
X ×O D).
Consequently it is enough to show that the canonical functor
FuncocartE′
X
(E′X ×O C,E
′
X ×O D) ≃ Fun
cocart
E′
X1
(E′X1 ×O C,E
′
X1
×O D) ×Funcocart
E′
X1,2
(E′
X1,2
×OC,E
′
X1,2
×OD) ...
... ×Funcocart
E′
Xn−1,n
(E′
Xn−1,n
×OC,E′Xn−1,n
×OD) Fun
cocart
EXn
(EXn ×O C,EXn ×O D)
is an equivalence.
Note that if X lies over [0] ∈ Ass we have E′X = EX contractible, and if X lies over [1] ∈ Ass we have
E
′
X = Λ
2
0. More generally we have that the inert maps X→ Xi → Xi,j induce an equivalence
ρ ∶ (E′X1 ∐
E′
X1,2
E
′
X2 ∐
E′
X2,3
... ∐
E′
Xn−2,n−1
E
′
Xn−1 ∐
E′
Xn−1,n
E
′
Xn
)◁ ≃ E′X.
Especially the cocartesian fibration E′X ×O D→ E
′
X classifies a limit diagram.
Note that for any ∞-category K and cocartesian fibrations A→ K,B→ K we have canonical maps
K ×A∞ → K ×K◁ A of cocartesian fibrations over K. The induced canonical functor
FuncocartK◁ (A,B) → Fun(A∞,B∞) ×FuncocartK (K×A∞,K×K◁B) Fun
cocart
K (K ×K◁ A,K ×K◁ B)
is an equivalence. If the cocartesian fibration B→ K◁ classifies a limit diagram, the functor
B∞ → Fun
cocart
K (K,K ×K◁ B)
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is an equivalence so that the functor
Fun(A∞,B∞)→ Fun(A∞,Fun
cocart
K (K,K ×K◁ B)) ≃ Fun
cocart
K (K ×A∞,K ×K◁ B)
is an equivalence. In this case the functor
FuncocartK◁ (A,B) → Fun
cocart
K (K ×K◁ A,K ×K◁ B)
is an equivalence. So the functor ρ is an equivalence.
2.: Let D→ O be a generalized O-operad. Let α ∶ X→ Y be a morphism in O. Denote Eα ∶= [1]×OE
the pullback of evaluation at the source E → O along the functor [1] → O corresponding to α. By
definition we have a canonical equivalence
[1] ×O Fun
O(C,D) ≃ Fun′Eα(E
α ×O C,E
α ×O D),
where Fun′Eα(E
α ×O C,E
α ×O D) ⊂ FunEα(Eα ×O C,Eα ×O D) denotes the full subcategory spanned by
the functors Eα×OC → E
α×OD over E
α that induce on the fiber over 0 and 1 a map EX×OC → EX×OD
of cocartesian fibrations over EX respectively a map EY ×O C→ EY ×OD of cocartesian fibrations over
EY. Denote αi ∶ X
α
Ð→ Y → Yi and αi,j ∶ X
α
Ð→ Y → Yi,j the composition of α ∶ X→ Y with the canonical
inert morphisms in O, whose target lies over [1] respectively [0]. Note that a morphism α → β in
Fun([1],O) yields a functor Eβ → Eα, which we apply to β = αi, β = αi,j.
By 1. we know that FunO(C,D) satisfies the Segal condition. It remains to check the following:
The inert maps Y → Yi → Yi,j in O induce an equivalence
σD ∶ Fun
′
Eα(E
α ×O C,E
α ×O D) ≃ Fun
′
Eα1 (E
α1 ×O C,E
α1 ×O D) ×Fun′
E
α1,2
(Eα1,2×OC,E
α1,2×OD) ...
... ×Fun′
E
αn−1,n
(Eαn−1,n×OC,E
αn−1,n×OD) Fun
′
Eαn (E
αn ×O C,E
αn ×O D).
Every generalized O-operad D→ O embeds into its enveloping generalized O-monoidal ∞-category
D
′ → O via an embedding D ⊂D′ of cocartesian fibrations relative to the inert morphisms of O. So for
any Z ∈ O the embedding EZ ×OD ⊂ EZ×OD
′ is a map of cocartesian fibrations over EZ. Hence for any
morphism β in O we get an induced embedding Fun′Eα(E
α×OC,E
α ×OD) ⊂ Fun
′
Eα(E
α×OC,E
α×OD
′).
So σD is the restriction of σD′ . Moreover using that D → O satisfies the Segal condition, the functor
σD is the pullback of the functor σD′ along the evident embedding. Consequently we can reduce to
the case that D → O is a cocartesian fibration.
Denote E′α ⊂ Eα the full subcategory spanned by the inert morphisms Z → Z
′ such that Z′ lies over
[0], [1] ∈ Ass if Z = Y.
As D satisfies the Segal condition, the functor
θ ∶ Fun′Eα(E
α ×O C,E
α ×O D)→ Fun
′
Eα(E
′α ×O C,E
α ×O D) ≃ Fun
′
E′α(E
′α ×O C,E
′α ×O D)
that restricts along the embedding E′α ×O C ⊂ E
α ×O C over E
α is conservative and admits a fully
faithful right adjoint that sends a functor over Eα to its right kan-extension. So θ is an equivalence.
Consequently it is enough to show that the canonical functor
Fun′E′α(E
′α ×O C,E
′α ×O D) ≃ Fun
′
E′α1 (E
′α1 ×O C,E
′α1 ×O D) ×Fun′
E
′α1,2
(E′α1,2×OC,E
′α1,2×OD)
...
... ×Fun′
E
′αn−1,n
(E′αn−1,n×OC,E
′αn−1,n×OD)
Fun′E′αn (E
′αn ×O C,E
′αn ×O D)
is an equivalence.
For any cartesian fibration M→ [1] the functor
M0 ∐
(M1×{1})
(M1 × [1]) →M
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is an equivalence. So we get canonical equivalences
E
′α
≃ EX ∐
(E′
Y
×{1})
(E′Y × [1]), E
′αi
≃ EX ∐
(E′
Yi
×{1})
(E′Yi × [1]), E
′αi,j
≃ EX ∐
(E′
Yi,j
×{1})
(E′Yi,j × [1]).
Set
K ∶= E′Y1 ∐
E′
Y1,2
E
′
Y2 ∐
E′
Y2,3
... ∐
E′
Yn−2,n−1
E
′
Yn−1 ∐
E′
Yn−1,n
E
′
Yn
.
Then the canonical functor
(23) E′′α ∶= EX ∐
(K×{1})
(K × [1])→ E′α1 ∐
E
′α1,2
E
′α2 ∐
E
′α2,3
... ∐
E
′αn−1,n
E
′αn
is an equivalence. By the first part of the proof the canonical functor ρ ∶ K◁ ≃ E′Y is an equivalence.
The embedding K ⊂ E′Y yields an embedding
E
′′α
= EX ∐
(K×{1})
(K × [1])→ EX ∐
(E′
Y
×{1})
(E′Y × [1]) ≃ E
′α.
As D → O satisfies the Segal condition, this functor induces an equivalence
Fun′E′α(E
′α ×O C,E
′α ×O D) ≃ Fun
′
E′′α(E
′′α ×O C,E
′′α ×O D).
So it is enough to show that the canonical functor
Fun′E′′α(E
′′α ×O C,E
′′α ×O D) → Fun
′
E′α1 (E
′α1 ×O C,E
′α1 ×O D) ×Fun′
E
′α1,2
(E′α1,2×OC,E
′α1,2×OD)
...
... ×Fun′
E
′αn−1,n
(E′αn−1,n×OC,E
′αn−1,n×OD)
Fun′E′αn (E
′αn ×O C,E
′αn ×O D)
is an equivalence. This follows from the equivalence 23.
3. follows immediately from 2. 
Proposition 8.9. Let O → Ass be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms, C → O a
cocartesian fibration with small fibers and D→ O a O-operad, whose fibers have small colimits.
(1) If D → O is a locally cocartesian fibration, FunO(C,D) → O is a locally cocartesian fibration.
(2) If D → D′ is a map of O-operads and locally cocartesian fibrations over O that induces on
every fiber a small colimits preserving functor between ∞-categories with small colimits, the
induced map FunO(C,D)→ FunO(C,D′) is a map of locally cocartesian fibrations over O.
(3) If C → O is a generalized O-monoidal ∞-category and D → O is a O-monoidal ∞-category
compatible with small colimits, FunO(C,D) → O is a O-monoidal ∞-category compatible with
small colimits.
Proof. 1. As FunO(C,D) → O is a O-operad, it is enough to show that for any active morphism
α ∶ X → Y in O with Y lying over [1] ∈ Ass the induced pullback [1] ×O Fun
O(C,D) → [1] is a
cocartesian fibration.
By Lemma 8.10 we have for any F ∈ FunO(C,D)X lying over F′ ∶ Fun(CX,DX) and G ∈ Fun
O(C,D)Y ≃
Fun(CY,DY) a canonical equivalence
{α} ×O(X,Y) Fun
O(C,D)(F,G) ≃ Fun(CX,DY)(αD∗ ○F
′,G ○ αC∗ ) ≃ Fun(CY,DY)(lanαC∗ (α
D
∗ ○F
′),G),
where lanαC∗ ∶ Fun(CX,DY)→ Fun(CY,DY) denotes the left adjoint to pre-composition along α
C
∗ .
2.: An active morphism α ∶ X→ Y in O with Y lying over [1] yields the composition
α∗ ∶
m
∏
i=1
FunO(C,D)Xi ≃ Fun
O(C,D)X → Fun(CX,DX)
Fun(CX,α
D
∗
)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Fun(CX,DY)
lan
αC
∗
ÐÐÐ→ Fun(CY,DY),
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which proves 2.
3. The functor α∗ factors as
m
∏
i=1
FunO(C,D)Xi ≃
m
∏
i=1
Fun(CXi ,DXi)→ Fun(
m
∏
i=1
CXi ,
m
∏
i=1
DXi)→
Fun(CX,
m
∏
i=1
DXi)
Fun(CX,α
D
∗ )
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ Fun(CX,DY)
lan
αC
∗
ÐÐÐ→ Fun(CY,DY)
and thus preserves small colimits component-wise if D→ O is compatible with small colimits.
Let D → O be compatible with small colimits. To verify that the functor FunO(C,D) → O is
a cocartesian fibration, we need to show that its locally cocartesian morphisms are closed under
composition. As FunO(C,D) → O is a O-operad, it is enough to check that for any active morphisms
β ∶ Z → X, α ∶ X→ Y in O with Y lying over [1] the canonical natural transformation (α○β)∗ → α∗○β∗
is an equivalence.
Denote βi ∶ Z
β
Ð→ X → Xi the composition of β with the evident inert morphism X → Xi with Xi
lying over [1]. The induced functor β∗ ∶ Fun
O(C,D)Z Ð→ Fun
O(C,D)X ≃ ∏
m
i=1 Fun
O(C,D)Xi induces
on the i-th component the functor (βi)∗ ∶ Fun
O(C,D)Z Ð→ Fun
O(C,D)Xi ≃ Fun(CXi ,DXi). Hence the
functor β∗ factors as
FunO(C,D)Z → Fun(CZ,DZ)
(Fun(CZ,(βi)
D
∗
))i
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
m
∏
i=1
Fun(CZ,DXi)
∏
m
i=1 lan(βi)
C
∗
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
m
∏
i=1
Fun(CXi ,DXi).
So we conclude by observing that the functor
Fun(CZ,DX) ≃
m
∏
i=1
Fun(CZ,DXi)
∏
m
i=1 lan(βi)
C
∗
ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→
m
∏
i=1
Fun(CXi ,DXi)→
Fun(
m
∏
i=1
CXi ,
m
∏
i=1
DXi)→ Fun(CX,
m
∏
i=1
DXi) ≃ Fun(CX,DX)
is canonically equivalent to the functor lanβC∗ ∶ Fun(CZ,DX)→ Fun(CX,DX) ∶ given a functor F ∶ CZ →
DXi the composition CX → CXi
lan
(βi)
C
∗
(F)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→DXi is canonically lanβC∗ (F).

We used the following lemma, which is an adaption of [6] Proposition 2.2.6.6. to the non-symmetric
setting:
Lemma 8.10. Let O → Ass be a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms, C → O a flat
functor that is a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms of O and D → O a O-operad.
For any active morphism α ∶ X → Y in O with Y lying over [1] ∈ Ass and any F,G ∈ FunO(C,D)
lying over X,Y ∈ O with images F′ ∈ Fun(CX,DX),G′ ∈ Fun(CY,DY) there is a canonical equivalence
{α} ×O(X,Y) Fun
O(C,D)(F,G) ≃ {F′,G′} ×(Fun(CX,DX)×Fun(CY,DY)) Fun[1]([1] ×O C, [1] ×O D)
≃ Fun(CX,DY)(αD∗ ○F
′,G′ ○ αC∗ ).
Proof. Denote
Fun′EX(EX ×O C,EX ×O D) ⊂ FunEX(EX ×O C,EX ×O D)
the full subcategory spanned by the functors EX×OC→ EX×OD over EX that send morphisms, whose
image in C is cocartesian over O, to morphisms, whose image in D is cocartesian over O. Denote
Fun′[1]×OE([1] ×O E ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D) ⊂ Fun[1]×OE([1] ×O E ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D)
the full subcategory spanned by the functors over [1]×OE, whose images in FunEX(EX×OC,EX ×OD)
and FunEY(EY ×O C,EY ×O D) belong to Fun
′
EX
(EX ×O C,EX ×O D),Fun
′
EY
(EY ×O C,EY ×O D).
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There is a canonical equivalence
{α} ×O(X,Y) Fun
O,E(C,D)(F,G) ≃ {(F,G)} ×(FunO,E(C,D)X×FunO,E(C,D)Y) FunO([1],Fun
O,E(C,D)) ≃
{(F,G)} ×(Fun′
EX
(EX×OC,EX×OD)×Fun
′
EY
(EY×OC,EY×OD)) Fun
′
[1]×OE
([1] ×O E ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D).
Consequently it is enough to see that the canonical functor
β ∶ Fun′[1]×OE([1]×OE×OC, [1]×OE×OD)→ Fun
′
EX
(EX×OC,EX×OD)×Fun(CX,DX)Fun[1]([1]×OC, [1]×OD)
is an equivalence, which is the restriction of the functor
γ ∶ Fun[1]×OE([1]×OE×OC, [1]×OE×OD)→ FunEX(EX×OC,EX×OD)×Fun(CX,DX)Fun[1]([1]×OC, [1]×OD).
The diagonal embedding gives an embedding [1] ×O C ⊂ [1] ×O E ×O C that restricts to an embedding
CX ⊂ EX ×O C. We have a canonical equivalence
FunEX(EX ×O C,EX ×O D) ×Fun(CX,DX) Fun[1]([1] ×O C, [1] ×O D) ≃
Fun[1]×OE(EX ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D) ×Fun[1]×OE(CX,[1]×OE×OD) Fun[1]×OE([1] ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D) ≃
Fun[1]×OE((EX ×O C)∐
CX
([1] ×O C), [1] ×O E ×O D),
under which γ identifies with the functor
ψ∗ ∶ Fun[1]×OE([1] ×O E ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D)→ Fun[1]×OE((EX ×O C)∐
CX
([1] ×O C), [1] ×O E ×O D)
induced by the functor ψ ∶ (EX×OC)∐CX([1]×OC)→ [1]×OE×OC. So we need to see that ψ
∗ restricts
to an equivalence
Fun′[1]×OE([1] ×O E ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D) → Fun
′
[1]×OE
((EX ×O C)∐
CX
([1] ×O C), [1] ×O E ×O D),
where the last full subcategory is spanned by the functors over [1] ×O E, whose restriction to EX ×O
C sends morphisms, whose image in C is cocartesian over O, to morphisms, whose image in D is
cocartesian over O. We first observe that the functor ψ∗ is conservative as the canonical functor
FunO,E(C,D)Y ≃ Fun
′
EY
(EY ×O C,EY ×O D) → Fun(CY,DY) is an equivalence.
Secondly we observe that the functor ψ is fully faithful and ψ∗ admits a fully faithful left adjoint
that sends a functor
(EX ×O C)∐
CX
([1] ×O C) → [1] ×O E ×O D
over [1] ×O E that belongs to Fun
′
[1]×OE
((EX ×O C)∐CX([1] ×O C), [1] ×O E ×O D) to its right kan-
extension along ψ relative to [1] ×O E, which belongs to Fun
′
[1]×OE
([1] ×O E ×O C, [1] ×O E ×O D), i.e.
whose restriction to FunEY(EY×OC,EY×OD) belongs to Fun
′
EY
(EY×OC,EY×OD) ≃ Fun(CY,DY). 
We also use Day-convolution in families of (generalized) ∞-operads: Let S be an ∞-category and
O→ Ass a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms. The composition O × S→ O→ Ass is
a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert morphisms. We use the definitions of example 2.15.
Replacing O→ Ass by O × S → O → Ass we get the following corollary:
Corollary 8.11. Let S be an ∞-category, O → Ass a cocartesian fibration relative to the inert mor-
phisms and C→ S ×O a cocartesian fibration.
If D → S ×O is a S-family of (generalized) O-operads, the functor
FunS×O(C,D)→ S ×O
is a S-family of (generalized) O-operads.
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If D → S × O is a cocartesian S-family of (generalized) O-monoidal ∞-categories compatible with
small colimits, the functor
FunS×O(C,D)→ S ×O
is a cocartesian S-family of (generalized) O-monoidal ∞-categories.
9. Appendix
In this appendix we give some needed proofs.
Lemma 9.1. Let K be a ∞-category and φ ∶ C → S a functor.
(1) If a functor H ∶ K⊲ → C is a φ-limit diagram, for every functor G ∶ K⊲ → C over S the canonical
functor
(24) FunS(K⊲,C)(G,H) → FunS(K,C)(G∣K,H∣K)
is an equivalence.
(2) If C→ S is a cocartesian fibration, a functor H ∶ K⊲ → C is a φ-limit diagram if and only if for
every functor G ∶ K⊲ → C over S sending all morphisms to φ-cocartesian morphisms the map
24 is an equivalence.
Proof. 1. follows from .... If C → S is a cocartesian fibration, the commutative square in the definition
of φ-limit induces on the fiber over every object of Fun(K⊲,S)(φ ○ F, φ ○ H) the map 24 for G the
objectwise φ-cocartesian lift of the natural transformation φ ○F → φ ○H starting at F. 
Corollary 9.2. Let K be a ∞-category and φ ∶ C → S a functor.
Consider the following conditions:
(1) The pullback K⊲×S C → K
⊲ along α, which is a cocartesian fibration, classifies a limit diagram
K⊲ → Cat∞,
(2) any φ-cocartesian lift K⊲ → C of α is a φ-limit diagram.
Denote (−)∣K the functor
Cα(−∞) ≃ Fun
cocart
K⊲ (K
⊲,K⊲ ×S C)→ Fun
cocart
K (K,K ×S C)
Condition 2. implies that condition 1. is equivalent to the condition that (−)∣K is essentially
surjective.
If φ ∶ C → S is a cocartesian fibration, condition 1. implies condition 2.
Proof. Condition 1. says that (−)∣K is an equivalence. By Lemma 9.1 1. condition 2. implies that
for any cocartesian section H of the pullback K⊲ ×S C → K
⊲ along α and any section F of the same
pullback the induced map
FunK⊲(K⊲,K⊲ ×S C)(F,H) → FunK(K,K ×S C)(F∣K,H∣K)
is an equivalence. So condition 2. implies that (−)∣K is fully faithful. So if condition 2. holds, condition
1. is equivalent to the condition that (−)∣K is essentially surjective.
If φ ∶ C → S is a cocartesian fibration, by Lemma 9.1 2. condition 2. is equivalent to the condition
that (−)∣K is fully faithful. So in this case condition 1. implies condition 2.

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Lemma 9.3. Let S be an ∞-category. Denote Θ ⊂ Cat∞/S▷ the full subcategory spanned by the
functors X→ S▷ such that X has a final object lying over the final object of S▷.
Taking pullback along the embedding S ⊂ S▷ defines a functor
κ ∶ Θ ⊂ Cat∞/S▷ → Cat∞/S
that admits a fully faithful left adjoint with colocal objects the functors X → S▷, whose fiber over the
final object of S▷ is contractible.
Proof. Sending X to X▷ defines a section β ∶ Cat∞/S → Θ ⊂ Cat∞/S▷ of κ.
For any functor Y → S and any X ∈ Θ the induced map
Cat∞/S▷(Y
▷,X) ≃ Cat∞/S(Y, κ(X))
is inverse to the map
Cat∞/S(Y, κ(X)) → Cat∞/S(Y
▷, κ(X)▷)→ Cat∞/S▷(Y
▷,X)
induced by the functor κ(X)▷ → X over S▷, whose pullback to S is the identity of κ(X) and whose
image of the final object of κ(X)▷ is the final object of X. The functor κ(X)▷ → X over S▷ is an
equivalence if and only if the fiber of the functor X→ S▷ over the final object of S▷ is contractible.

Note that a functor X→ S▷, whose fiber over the final object of S▷ is contractible, is a cocartesian
fibration relative to the morphisms of the form A → ∞ for some A ∈ S if and only if the ∞-category
X has a final object lying over the final object of S▷.
Corollary 9.4. Let S be an ∞-category. Denote Γ ⊂ Cat∞/S▷ the full subcategory spanned by the
cocartesian fibration relative to the morphisms of the form A → ∞ for some A ∈ S, whose fiber over
the final object of S▷ is contractible.
Taking pullback along the embedding S ⊂ S▷ defines an equivalence
Γ ≃ Cat∞/S.
Lemma 9.5. Let S,T be ∞-categories and E ⊂ Fun([1],S),E′ ⊂ Fun([1],T) full subcategories con-
taining all equivalences. Assume that T has a final object ∞ and that E′ contains all morphisms of
the form A→∞ for some A ∈ T. Let X→ S×T be a cocartesian fibration relative to E×E′ and Y → S
a cocartesian fibration relative to E. The canonical functor
FunE×E
′
S×T (X,Y ×T)→ Fun
E
S (X∞,Y)
that takes the fiber over ∞ ∈ T is an equivalence.
Proof. Note that the embedding X∞ ⊂ X sends cocartesian lifts of morphisms of E to cocartesian lifts
of morphisms of E × E′. We first prove the case that E is the full subcategory of Fun([1],S) spanned
by the equivalences. Denote Θ ⊂ FunS(X,Y) be the full subcategory spanned by the functors X → Y
over S that invert cocartesian lifts of morphisms of E′ or equivalently of morphism of the form A→∞
for some A ∈ T. In this case we want to see that the canonical functor
(25) Θ ⊂ FunS(X,Y) → FunS(X∞,Y)
is an equivalence.
As T has a final object, the full subcategory spanned by the final objects of T is a reflexive full
subcategory with any morphism a local equivalence. As X → T is a cocartesian fibration relative to
the morphisms of the form A → ∞ for some A ∈ T, the full subcategory X∞ ⊂ X is a reflexive full
subcategory with local equivalences to a local object the cocartesian lifts of a morphism of the form
A → ∞ for some A ∈ T. As any cocartesian lift of a morphism of E′ lies over an equivalence in S,
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the localization X∞ ⊂ X is a localization relative to S, which guarantees that the functor 25 is an
equivalence.
Now we treat the general case: A functor X → Y ×T over S ×T is a map of cocartesian fibrations
relative to E × E′ if and only if it is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E and E′. A functor
X→ Y ×T over S ×T is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E′ if and only if its corresponding
functor X → Y over S belongs to Θ. A map X → Y × T of cocartesian fibrations relative to E′ is a
map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E if and only if for any t ∈ T the induced functor Xt → Y
is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E if and only if the induced functor X∞ → Y is a map
of cocartesian fibrations relative to E using that the functor Xt → Y factors as Xt → X∞ → Y and
the functor Xt → X∞ over S is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to E. Thus the equivalence 25
restricts to the desired equivalence
FunE×E
′
S×T (X,Y ×T)→ Fun
E
S (X∞,Y).

Lemma 9.6. Let V be a monoidal ∞-category and M,N categories with a left V-action.
If N admits small colimits and for every Z ∈ V the functor Z⊗(−) ∶ N → N preserves small colimits,
the ∞-categories LinFunlaxV (M,N),LinFunV(M,N) admit small colimits and the forgetful functors
LinFunlaxV (M,N)→ Fun(M,N), LinFunV(M,N)→ Fun(M,N)
preserve small colimits.
So in this case the full subcategory LinFunccV (M,N) ⊂ LinFunV(M,N) spanned by the small colimits
preserving V-linear functors is closed in LinFunlaxV (M,N) under small colimits.
Proof. By definition LinFunV(M,N) is the full subcategory of FunV(M,N) spanned by the functors
M→ N over V that preserve cocartesian morphisms over Ass.
The functor N → V is a locally cocartesian fibration that is compatible with small colimits by our
assumption on N. So by ... the ∞-category LinFunV(M,N) admits small colimits which are preserved
by the forgetful functor
LinFunV(M,N)→ Fun(M,N).
As V is a monoidal ∞-category, the full subcategory V ⊂ Env(V) is a monoidal localization. We have
a canonical equivalence
LinFunlaxV (M,N) ≃ LinFunEnv(V)(EnvLM(M),N),
under which the forgetful functor LinFunlaxV (M,N) → Fun(M,N) corresponds to the composition
LinFunEnv(V)(EnvLM(M),N) → Fun(EnvLM(M),N) → Fun(M,N).

Proposition 9.7. Let B→ T be a cocartesian fibration with small fibers, V→ T a monoid in Ĉat
cocart
∞/T
classifying a functor T → Alg(Catcc∞) and W → T a right module over V in Ĉat
cocart
∞/T classifying a
functor T → RMod(Catcc∞).
There is a canonical equivalence
LinFunT,cc
V
(FunT(Brev,V),W) ≃ FunT(B,W)
over T. Especially there is a canonical equivalence
LinFunT,cc
V
(FunT(Brev,V),FunT(Brev,V)) ≃ FunT(B ×T Brev,V)
over T.
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Proof. Let’s first treat the case that T is contractible.
In this case we have to show that for every small ∞-category B, every monoidal ∞-category V
compatible with small colimits and every ∞-category M right tensored over V compatible with small
colimits composition with the functor B ⊂ Fun(Bop,S)
1⊗(−)
ÐÐÐ→ Fun(Bop,V) defines an equivalence
ρ ∶ LinFunccV (Fun(B
op,V),M) ≃ Fun(B,M).
The functor Fun(Bop,S) ×V→ Fun(Bop,V) adjoint to the functor
B
op ×Fun(Bop,S) ×V→ S ×V
⊗
Ð→ V
preserves small colimits in each component and thus yields a functor
α ∶ Fun(Bop,S)⊗V→ Fun(Bop,V)
that is an equivalence by [6] Proposition 4.8.1.17.
The unique small colimits preserving monoidal functor 1⊗(−) ∶ S→ V yields a small colimits preserving
functor θ ∶ Fun(Bop,S) → Fun(Bop,V). θ exhibits the diagonal right V-action on Fun(Bop,V) as
the free right V-module on Fun(Bop,S) in Catcc∞ as the equivalence α factors as Fun(B
op,S) ⊗ V →
Fun(Bop,V)⊗V→ Fun(Bop,V). Thus composition with θ defines an equivalence
LinFunccV (Fun(B
op,V),M) ≃ Funcc(Fun(Bop,S),M).
By the universal property of the ∞-category of presheaves Fun(Bop,S) on B we have a canonical
equivalence
Funcc(Fun(Bop,S),M) ≃ Fun(B,M).
So ρ is an equivalence.
Now let’s turn to the general case: Denote U ⊂ R ⊂ Fun([1],Cat∞) the full subcategories spanned
by the (representable) right fibrations. By Proposition 9.8 and 9.9 there is a canonical equivalence
R ≃ FunCat∞(Urev,Cat∞ × S)
over Cat∞, where U,R → Cat∞ are evaluation at the target and U
rev → Cat∞ denotes the pullback of
U→ Cat∞ along the opposite ∞-category involution. So we get a Yoneda embedding
U ⊂ R ≃ FunCat∞(Urev,Cat∞ × S)
over Cat∞, whose pullback along the functor T → Cat∞ classified by B → T is an embedding B ⊂
FunT(Brev,T× S) over T. As S is the initial object of the ∞-category Catcc∞, there is a canonical map
T × S → V of cocartesian fibrations over T. The functor
B ⊂ FunT(Brev,T × S) → FunT(Brev,V)
over T yields a functor Ψ
LinFunT,cc
V
(FunT(Brev,V),W) → FunT(FunT(Brev,V),W) → FunT(B,W)
over T. We will show that Ψ is an equivalence.
To prove this, it is enough to check that for every functor [1] → T the pullback [1] ×T Ψ is an
equivalence. So we can reduce to the case that T = [1].
Ψ induces on the fiber over every i ∈ [1] the functor
LinFunccVi(Fun(B
op
i ,Vi),Wi)→ Fun(Bi,Wi)
that is an equivalence by the first part of the proof. Hence Ψ is essentially surjective.
Let Fi ∶ Bi →Wi be functors for i ∈ [1] corresponding to Vi-linear small colimits preserving functors
F¯i ∶ Fun(B
op
i ,Vi)→Wi.
It remains to show that Ψ induces an equivalence
ϕ ∶ LinFun
[1],cc
V
(Fun[1](Brev,V),W)(F¯0, F¯1)→ Fun
[1](B,W)(F0,F1).
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Denote ψ the functor B0 → B1, κ the monoidal functor V0 → V1, τ the monoidal functor W0 → W1
and φ the monoidal functor Fun(Bop0 ,V0)→ Fun(B
op
1 ,V1).
ϕ is canonically equivalent to the functor
LinFunccV0(Fun(B
op
0 ,V0), κ
∗(W1))(τ ○ F¯0, F¯1 ○ φ) ≃ Fun(B0,W1)(τ ○F0,F1 ○ ψ).

Proposition 9.8. Denote Cocart ⊂ Fun([1],Cat∞) the subcategory with objects the cocartesian fibra-
tions and morphisms the maps that yield on evaluation at the source a functor preserving the evident
cocartesian morphisms. Denote L ⊂ Fun([1],Cat∞) the full subcategory spanned by the left fibrations
and U→ Cat∞ the cocartesian fibration classifying the identity.
There is a canonical equivalence
Cocart ≃ FunCat∞(U,Cat∞ × Cat∞)
over Cat∞, where Cocart→ Cat∞ is evaluation at the target, that restricts to an equivalence
L ≃ FunCat∞(U,Cat∞ × S)
over Cat∞.
Proof. We show that for every functor ψ ∶ S → Cat∞ classified by a cocartesian fibration X→ S functors
S→ Cocart over Cat∞ naturally correspond to functors S → Fun
Cat∞(U,Cat∞ × Cat∞) over Cat∞:
Functors α ∶ S → Fun([1],Cat∞) over Cat∞ correspond to natural transformations of functors
S→ Cat∞ with target ψ and thus are classified by a map β of cocartesian fibrations over S with target X.
The functor α ∶ S → Fun([1],Cat∞) factors through Cocart if and only if β is a cocartesian fibration. So
a functor S → Cocart over Cat∞ corresponds to a cocartesian fibration over X. A cocartesian fibration
over X is classified by a functor γ ∶ X→ Cat∞ adjoint to a functor S → Fun
Cat∞(U,Cat∞ × Cat∞) over
Cat∞.
The functor α ∶ S → Fun([1],Cat∞) factors through S if and only if β is a left fibration if and only
if γ ∶ X→ Cat∞ factors through S.

Proposition 9.9. Denote U ⊂ R the full subcategory spanned by the representable right fibrations, i.e.
the right fibrations C→D such that C has a final object.
Evaluation at the target U→ Cat∞ is a cocartesian fibration classifying the identity.
Proof. Denote V → Cat∞ the cocartesian fibration classifying the identity. We will construct an
equivalence V ≃ U over Cat∞ by naturally identifying for any ∞-category S the set of equivalence
classes of functors S→ V over Cat∞ and S→ U over Cat∞.
A functor S → V over Cat∞ is classified by a cocartesian fibration C → S equipped with a section
of C → S. A functor S → U ⊂ Fun([1],Cat∞) over Cat∞ is classified by a map of cocartesian fibrations
D→ C over S that induces on the fiber over any s ∈ S a representable right fibration.
A section α of C → S gives rise to the map S ×C{1} C
[1] → C{0} of cocartesian fibrations over S
that induces on the fiber over any s ∈ S the representable right fibration (Cs)/α(s) → Cs and induces
on sections the functor FunS(S,C)/α → FunS(S,C) that is an equivalence iff α is a final object in
FunS(S,C), which is the case if for any s ∈ S the image α(s) is final in Cs.
Given a map of cocartesian fibrations ψ ∶ D → C over S such that for any s ∈ S the fiber Ds has a
final object the ∞-category FunS(S,D) has a final object β such that for any s ∈ S the image β(s) is
final in Ds. So we get a a section ψ ○ β of C → S.
For D = S ×C{1} C
[1] we have FunS(S,D) ≃ FunS(S,C)/α over FunS(S,C) so that ψ ○ β = α.
In general the induced map S ×D{1} D
[1] → S ×C{1} C
[1] of cocartesian fibrations over S induces on
the fiber over any s ∈ S the equivalence (Ds)/β(s) ≃ (Cs)/α(s) (coming from the fact that Ds → Cs is a
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right fibration). Hence the induced map D ≃ S ×D{1} D
[1] → S ×C{1} C
[1] of cocartesian fibrations over
S is an equivalence. So D→ C is equivalent over C to S ×C{1} C
[1] → C{0}.

Corollary 9.10. Given a cocartesian fibration X→ S there is a canonical embedding
X ⊂ FunS(Xrev,S × S)
of cocartesian fibrations over S that induces fiberwise the Yoneda-embedding.
Proof. Denote by
U ⊂ R ⊂ Fun([1],Cat∞)
the full subcategories spanned by the right fibrations respectively representable right fibrations, i.e.
the right fibrations C →D such that C has a final object. By Proposition 9.9 evaluation at the target
U → Cat∞ is a cocartesian fibration classifying the identity. By Proposition 9.8 there is a canonical
equivalence
R ≃ FunCat∞(Urev,Cat∞ × S)
over Cat∞, whose pullback along the functor S → Cat∞ classified by the cocartesian fibration X → S
gives an equivalence
S ×Fun({1},Cat∞) R ≃ Fun
S(Xrev,S × S)
over S and so a full embedding
X ≃ S ×Fun({1},Cat∞) U ⊂ S ×Fun({1},Cat∞) R ≃ Fun
S(Xrev,S × S)
over S. 
Enveloping cocartesian fibrations 9.11. Let S be a ∞-category and L,R ⊂ Fun([1],S) full sub-
categories containing all equivalences.
We call (L,R) a factorization system on S if the embedding R ⊂ Fun([1],S) admits a left adjoint
and a morphism in Fun([1],S) is a local equivalence if and only if its image under evaluation at the
source belongs to L and its image under evaluation at the target is an equivalence.
Given a functor C → S the pullback
C
′ ∶= Fun([1],S) ×Fun({0},S) C → Fun({1},S)
is a cocartesian fibration, whose cocartesian morphisms are those that get equivalences in C. The
diagonal embedding S ⊂ Fun([1],S) yields an embedding C ⊂ Fun([1],S)×Fun({0},S)C over Fun({1},S).
Moreover C′ → S is the universal cocartesian fibration, i.e. for any cocartesian fibration D → S the
induced functor
FuncocartS (C
′,D) → FunS(C,D)
is an equivalence.
Denote Env(C) ⊂ C′ the pullback
R ×Fun({0},S) C → R → Fun({1},S).
Proposition 9.12. Let γ ∶ C→ S be a cocartesian fibration relative to L.
(1) The embedding Env(C) ⊂ C′ admits a left adjoint, where a morphism of C′ is a local equivalence
if and only if its image in C is cocartesian over S and lies over a morphism of L and its image
in S under evaluation at the target is an equivalence.
So Env(C)→ S is a cocartesian fibration, whose cocartesian morphisms are precisely those,
whose image in C is cocartesian over S and lies over a morphism of L.
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(2) For any cocartesian fibration ρ ∶D → S the embedding C ⊂ Env(C) induces an equivalence
FuncocartS (Env(C),D) ≃ Fun
L
S(C,D),
where the right hand side denotes the full subcategory of functors preserving cocartesian lifts
of morphisms of L.
Proof. 1. follows immediately from the fact that R ⊂ Fun([1],S) is a localization with the described
local equivalences and C → S is a cocartesian fibration relative to L.
1. implies that the embedding C ⊂ Env(C) is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to L. So the
embedding C ⊂ Env(C) induces a functor
FuncocartS (Env(C),D) → Fun
L
S(C,D).
Moreover 1. implies that restriction
FunS(C′,D) → FunS(Env(C),D)
along the functor Env(C) ⊂ C′ restricts to an equivalence on the full subcategory of FunS(C′,D)
spanned by the functors inverting local equivalences, and a functor C′ → D over S inverting local
equivalences is a map of cocartesian fibrations over S if and only if its restriction Env(C) ⊂ C′ → D
is. As we have a canonical equivalence FuncocartS (C
′,D) ≃ FunS(C,D), it is enough to see that a map
ψ ∶ C′ → D of cocartesian fibrations over S inverts local equivalences if its restriction τ ∶ C ⊂ C′ →D is
a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to L.
Given a morphism h in C′ corresponding to a morphism f ∶ X→ Y in C and a commutative square
γ(X)

γ(f)
// γ(Y)

X′
g
// Y′
in S we have a unique commutative square
τ(X)

τ(f)
// τ(Y)

ψ(X)
ψ(f)
// ψ(Y)
in D, where both vertical morphisms are ρ-cocartesian, that lifts the former commutative square.
If h is a local equivalence, f ∶ X → Y is γ-cocartesian and lies over a morphism of L and g is an
equivalence. So if τ ∶ C ⊂ C′ → D is a map of cocartesian fibrations relative to L, the image τ(f) is
ρ-cocartesian. Therefore ψ(f) is also ρ-cocartesian as both vertical maps in the diagram are. As ψ(f)
lies over the equivalence g, it is itself an equivalence.

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